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Holland City News.
yol. XVII.— NO.
HOLLAND CITY

HOLLAND,

2.

NEWS.

The

LOCAL ITEMS.

Term* of Sabioription
$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if
paid at three months, and $£.00 if
paid at six months.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

progressive pedro club held

keep a large

sec-

its

11,

number of

WHOLE

1888.

skilledworkmen

gyAII

.

NO. 834.

thrown from my seat on right hand

sidfr

employed the year round who would earn of engine to the oppoiite side of cab. I
Mrs. F. O. Nye last Monday evening. from $3 to $5 per day. There was no was bruised about the back. The cab
Mr. C. H. Harmon and Mrs. R. N. De question, he thought, but what from $100,- immediately filled wiih steam and hot
Merell obtained the first prizes and Dr. J. 000 to $200,000 could be brought into this water and 1 was unable to see nt all. I

ond gatheringnt the house of Mr. and

CHURCH ITEMS.

Hope Reformed Church:— Services at
10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday
School at 12 in. Young People’s meeting D. Wetmore and Mrs. Don Rogers the place yearly byjestablishingthis uew InIato« of advertising made known on application,
•t
6:30 p. ra. Rev. Thomas Walker “booby” prizes.
duslry here. Is not this thing worth a
ready advertiaera have the privilege of three
----Jones, pastor. Subjects: Morning,
, „
liberal contributionfrom all whose busiNoticea of Blrtha, Marriages, and Deatha pub
‘ Spiritual worthiness;” Evening, “The
Wednesday evening, February 8, 1888, ness interests and livelihood depend largelahed without charge for aubicrtbora.
discouraging sight.’’ Congregationalsing-

changea
I

MICK.,

-

.

advertising bills collecuble quarterly.

will

felt for the air lever;

cannot say whether

the air brake or

I applied

tnin stopped; I stepped

but the

not,

on the

outside

steps until engine stopped, then I walked

always be remembered by the friends

ly on the prospeii.yof the city and its in- away from steam. The next I remember
ing. Opening anthems by the choir.
Praise and prayer meeting Thursday at of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Farley, of this dustrialgrowth? When you are called up- I heard a man say 'the fireman is dead.’
place, as one of the pleasantest of the
7:30 p. m. All are welcome.
p|tt$iuw?
on to subscribe for this purpose do so I startedto go where be was; think I went
Methodist E. Church:— Services nt year.t The occasion was an Informal one generously.
there. I saw him lying on the snow
Wanted:— Lady agent to sell an arilcle 10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday and was on the invitationof the host and
about one train length back of the rear
of merit to the ladies of Holland. Good School at 12 m. Prayer meeting Thurs- hostess who entertained some fifty of their
The Fraternal Lecture Course.
car on the left side of track coming
wages guaranteed. No experience or day evening at 7:30. Subjects: Morning,
capital required. For information ad- “Hypocrisy;” Evening, “Sham To relig most intimate friends in a royal and hearty
An nudiencc of about two hundred lis- toward Holland. Then I wont to the endress, B.& B. Co., Hastings, Mich.
ion.” All are welcome and the seats arc manner.
gine and tried to put the fire out. I thluk

_

%mh.

tened to the lecture of Lieutenant L. B.

free.

Monday night at about 8:30 it looked Baker last Wednesday evening. The
Y. M. C. A.— Meetings every Tuesday
as though anolher three days’ blizzard snow storm during the day and the cold
evening uT*7:30 o’clock. Rooms: Over
Any of our readers who send ten ctnls Joukman & Dykema’s Clothing Store. was upon us, but before morning the and crisp atmosphere of the evening unto the American Publishing Company. Bible study for next meeting: Acts 5: 17-33 clouds lifted, Die winds went down and doubtedlypreventedmany from going to
3860 FairmountAvenue, Philadelphia.
Tuesday morning was very pleasant. It hear this interestinglecture. The lecturer
All men are not homeless, but some did not lift! long, however, as before noon began by briefly reviewing the closing
Pt.. that Company will send them, postage paid. “The Weird and Wonderful ni#»^re^home less thsn others.
it commenced again and we have had events of the civil war. The armies bad
Story of SHE; or Adventures in the Caves
of Kor,” by H, R. Haggard. Published
An expensive piece of furniture for any some very nice samples of Dakota weather surrendered and the people were rejoicin four volumes, size of Seaside Library.
ing nt the end of a bloody struggle. The
since then.
SJiouse is the “bust” of a water pipe.
We hope all of our readers will improve
President and cabinet officers were lookthis opportunity to get this fascinating
Prof. R. A. Wellrnstein, the emiProspects for an Increase in our “build
ing forward to a period of rest after hard
story, which is so much praised by all the
nent pianistof Grand Rapids, was in the
ing boom’’ next season are excellent.
work. The plot in the saloon, the prepleading papers and magazines. 51-4t
Go

and buy your Cloaks and Fur Trimmings at L. & S. Van den Bkrgb & Co.

cily last Thursday on

“My

From the weather of this week that
ground-hog” made a mistake on Candle-'

years of age, was
with scrofula. His head

little son, three

terribly afflicted

where the body was

ly-

was lying on his side. Ho was

lie

lying parallelwith the rail. 1 then

re-

turned to my engine to disconnect it.

By

had disconnectedthe engine
some men had brought the body up and
the time I

put

it

iu the

gine came

baggage car. The relief en-

and brought the train and

my

engine to this place. After the steam bad
left

her I made an examination and found

the right baud connectingrod broken one

end banging to each pin. Then

I further

business. He stated

arations of the assassins, and the tragedy noticed the running board, and cab, and
grand
in the theatre,were so vividly described scat box, broken. I next found running

was going to give a
Opera House
Monday evening, In which all the

o us that he

musical recital in Powers’

was entitely covered with scrolulous sores, mas day.
on uext
and bis body showed many marks of the
noied musical celebrities of that city
disease. A few bottles of Ayer's SarsaSleighing was worn out iu places unwould take part. He cordially Invites his
parilla cured him.”— W. J. Beckett, Hytil the light fall of snow last Monday
mera, Ind.
Holland City friends to be present.
evening.
-- ---

--

I then returned to

ing.

that they will long be remembered by

all

present. The escape of the assassin,the
twq day’s diligent search, ending iu the
capture of Captain Jett, the midnight ride

board bracket, which
the studs pulled

is

bolted to boiler,

through the

sheets,

allowed the steam and hot water

to

which

escape.

These studs were below the water

line in

boiler. I did not see David Potter struck

to the Garret place, and the discovery of
Booth
and Hnroid, were nanated in a or thrown from the cab. I cannot tell
Exchanges
from
the
West
announce
Rev. H. D. Jordan’s letter on “Penhow he received the injuries which caused
striking manner. The Garret barn was
sions” in another column should be read that the ice is all out of the river and far

Residence For Sale!

A desirableand very One residence
property for sale on easy lerros and for a
by all our readers.
fair price. Inquire at News office. 514*.

-- —
----No other medicine is so reliable as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral, for the cure of coughs,
colds, and all derangementsof the respiratory organa. It relieves the asthmatic
and consumptive,even in advanced stages

old and bids fair to live to a ripe old age.

of disease.

A Drop

in

Heating Stoves

In order to close them out we have
greatly reduced the price of them. If you
art in need of a atove come >oon whil
the assortment

is still

complete.

R. Ranters

&

Just received a large line of

Jersey Gloves, in black

and

Sons. :(

Kid and
assorted

colors,at the Millinery Store of
L. & S. Van den Beroe & Co.

40A

line

death. » * * I think tlic break In rod
mers are commencingwith their spring surroundedand Booth in stage like tones
was caused by the frost. I examined enplowing. Those same papers two weeks addressed Lieut. Baker: “Captain, give
We understand that quite a “lively ago said that the thermometer registered me a chance, I am a lame man, call gine last night and sgain this morning
time” was hail nt a dance held in the Mac- sixty degrees below zero, and reported off your men at twenty paces and I nud found nothing wrong at these examinations.”The verdict of the jury was
atawa Park Hotel rccmlly.
nearly one-hall of the citizens frozen to will come out and fight your whole comthat
David Potter in his fright jumped
death. There is something wrong with mand.” The shot that killed Booth was
THEPlainwell Enterprise is two years
from
the engine and was struck by the
fired by Boston Corbett. “Tell my

of

beautiful Hats, Fancy

40-

L.

&

S.

at

Van dkn Berge &

Co.

-

a two-year-old it’s a

-

“dandy.”

-

peculiar feature of this case

fore anolher winter.

cure.

Have you got Consumption, Asthma,

Sore Throat, Bronchial Trouble, Despepsia, Nervous Prostration or any Chronic
Troubles!If so, send a postal to Drs.
Starkey and Palen, 1527 and 1529 Arch
Street,Philadelphia,Pa., and they will
send you a 200 page book free. 51-12t.
Itch, Mange, and Scratches of every
kind on human or animals cured in 30
minutes by Woolford’a Sauitary Lotion.
This never fails. Sold by Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 42 6m

Examination of Teachers.
Board of School
Examiners, Ottawa County, Num-

Office of Secretary of
ca, Jan. 80,

1888.

coaches, or axle-boxes,and thus met his

The

death. The body was given to Undertaker Alberti who preparedIt for burial.

The remains were shipped to Muskegon
by the six o’clock train where the funeral
will be held.

TARDY ITEMS.
Next Tuesday is St. Valentine’s
day. Look out for tokens of regard.
Mu. James

Meek, of Salt Lake

bonds of $200 to the next term of Circuit from which the dying Booth drank and City, Utah, is visiting Mr.
to town lately are doing nicely. They
Court which will be held in March. A
will probably get used to the climate behe has In possessionmany historicrelics. P. Conley this week.

All sufferersfrom blood disorders can
use Ayer's Sarsaparillawith assurance of

*

---

----mother, tell my mother, that I died for
examination of the tramp, who my country,” were the dying words of
gave the name of James Larkins, for as
the assassin. The body was carried to
/^W^A. Holley and U. Milin, of the
saultlng one of the train men with a large Washington and was afteiwardssecretly
Standard Roller Mills, have received their
knife last week, was held before Justice buried by Lieut. Baker and another offiletter patent on an electro-magnetic grain
Post on Tuesday afternoon.The prisoner, cer. The lessons which the speaker drew
weighing scale.
who is a low browed, swarthy complex- from the events narrated were very appliThe thermometer registered from six to ioned man, with a square jaw and an evil
cable to young people. Lieutenant Baker
ten degrees below zero last Thursday look, conductedhis own case, while
makes no claims to oratory, but be never
morning. The coldest weather we hove Prosecutor Lillie appeared for the people.
falls to interest and Instruct b!s bearers by
had this season.
The evidence was thought to be sufficient a plain statement of events In which be
All the young people who have come by the court to warrant holding him in took an active part. He showed the cup
For

Feathers, and a great variety of Hal Or-

naments and Trimmings

western editors— or with the weather.

Is

Jtbat three

“Old Buckskin,” the horse rode by Baker

Editor Wade and wife, of Saugain capturing Booth, died last Friday. tuck, visited their old home in IlolWe have reason to know that clocks the axle of passenger curs from Big RapThe skin will be mounted and placed in land last Saturday.
are awfully dissipated.They keep all ids to this stationIn order to testify In his
the State Museum. The next number
sorts of time and in consequence we “got defense, a devotion that is worthy of a
Important meeting of the Y. M.
of the course will take place on Wednesleft” for the first time in our life.
C . A. will be held next Tuesday
more noble cause.
day evening, February 22, when Rev. Dr.
evening at 7 :45 sharp. All members
Remkmbkr that it you would build up
On Wednesday last Mrs. Jay Travis, of Hunting will deliver bis lecture on "Pic- are expected to be present.
your own community you must purchase Kalamazoo, visitedthis city for ibe pur- tures and Parables.” It will bo rememLast Tuesday and Wednesday
everything you need at home, and of pose of ascertainingthe prospectsfor bered that Dr. Hunting addressedour citthe
trains on the Chicago and West
home merchants who in turn help you In starting a dancing academy in this city izens on 31emorial Day two years ago;
Mich.
R’y were delayed by the
then again last winter, when he lectured
their way.
for the balance of the winter. She was so
storm
from
one to two hours each.
well pleased with the oullock that she on “Keyboard and Bellows.” The third
The Board of Water Commissioners
The case brought by Officer Odell
will return on next Wednesday with the lectureof the course will be delivered by
have purchased three hundred and seven*
intent of organizing her classes. Parents Rev. Kerr B. Tupper, of Grand Rapids, against R. A. Hunt for keeping his
ty-nine cords of pine, hemlock, and hard
who desire their children to take lessons on Tuesday evenieg, March 6. Tickets saloon open after hours was diswood for the water works. This supply
will bring them, or send them, to the for (be balance of the course may be bad missed by Justice Post after hearing
will last for the next two years.
Opera House, Wednesday afternoon next, of any member of the committee or at the the evidence.
of his companions stole their passage on

j

>
)

and Mrs.

You

your boy to school and
give him an education which will be of
can send

at 4 o’clock

sharp.

The

class for

grown

store of O.

r

Breyman & Bon.

people will be organized in the evening.

Venus, the morning star,

is

brighter than it ever appeared to

A Fatal Ballroad Accident.
series of examinations for appli more benefit to him than eighty acres of All who wish to join will be on hand
any man now living, and nearer the
cants for a teachers’ certificatefor the
Shortly after the time for the arrival of the earth than it will be again for three
land.
Put
patches on the little pants, promptly at 7:30. Mrs. Travis bears an
spring of 1888, in the county of Ottawa,
keep his face clean, and send him along. excellent reputation as a teacher, and has Thursday mornlug train from Grand Rap- hundred and forty years.
will he held as follows:
large classesin Marshall, Charlotte, Hast- ids a rumor was circulatedon our streets to
At Grand Haven, (regular) on Thursday,
Mr. Egkuy, the piano tuner,
The K. O. T. M.’sof this city are grow- ings, and Benton Harbor. This is an ex- the effect that an accident had occurred to
March 1st.
expected
here the last of next week
At Zeeland, (special,) Friday, March 30. ing rapidly. Last year it cost only $4 cellentopportunity for all who desire to the train at Vrieiland stationby which the
to tune the Opera House piano. Any
to carry $1,000 life insurance and $8 for learn the graceful art of dancing.
engine was disabled and the fireman
At Coopersvllle,(special,) Friday, April
who need work in his line can sea $2,000 policy. What can a poor man
27th.
killed. The non-arrivalof the train cure his services by leaving word at
Shall We Have a Shipyard?
Each session to commence at 8 o’clock, want better than that in the way of insurseemed to warrant the rumor as the arri- this office.
ance.
a.
«
^Mr. J. B. Martel!, of Saugaluck,who Is val of the relief train at about 12 o’clock
The

w

in.

The

first and

second grades of

certifi-

cates are to be granted only at the regular
session,March 1.
The branches required for a third grade
certificate under the revised law are same
as under the old law.
For a second grade certificate, Algebra,

Mr. James Huntley,

of the

Planing Mill, is busy this winter

Acme a

making wants to

the MitchellWashing Machines for Mr. yard

Hastings,of Pullman, III. He has

at

present some fifteen men employed on the
Philosophy and School Law are added to
contract.
those branches named fora third grade,
and the further addition of English LiterFrom the number of loads of building
ature, General History and Plain Geomstone
that is being hauled to the rear of
etry, for a first grade, entitlingthe holder
to teach In any school in the state.
the blocks on Eighth street, between
A. W. Taylor, tiec'y.
River and Market streets, we should say

l-4t

Personal.

Mr. N. H.

Frohlichstein, of Mobile,
Ala., writes: 1 take great pleasure in recommending Dr. King’s New Discovery for
Consumption, having used it for a severe
attack of Bronchitis and Catarrh. It gave
me instant relief and entirelycured me
and 1 have not been afflicted since. I also beg to state that 1 had tried other remedies with no good result. Have also
used Electric Bitters and Dr. King’s New
Life Pills, both of which 1 can recom-

mend.

ship builder of extended reputation, afterwards verified it.

that there would be considerable building

done

in that block next spring.

List of letters remaining in the post
office at Holland, Mich., Feb.
Mrs.

Hanna

9,

1888:

Beratvardsen, Charley Capil,

O. J. Dresser, Nick

Dykema.E. C. Stopp.

Louis Tirnny.
J. G.

Van Futtbn,

P.

M.

The

remains of

locate here and establish a large the fireman, David Potter, were brought
in bard earned
business. As be here by the train and Coroner Yates was

for his increasing

has several places in view it is necessary, notifiedwho impanneled a jury compoaed
in

order to secure his locating here, to of the following persons: L. D. Baldus,

give him a liberal bonus for Ibe purpose C. D. Wise, James Ryder, A. B. Bosman,
of psylng for the removal of his plant. L. D. Visscrs,

and P. J.

Cull

who

ren-

a email proportionof the
amount deemed necessary has been subscribed and many do not seem to realize
the advantageto be gained from such an
enterprise. In conversation with Mr. A.
Anderson, who is a ship carpenter of considerable experience,we learn that the
building of one barge, such as is even
mentioned in the clipping from the Bau-

dered a verdict in accordance with the

gatuck Commercial published in our

year; be was a fireman on

Bo

far, but

issue,

means a

distribution

of

last

communityin which

it

evidence of the engineer, George

is constructed.

Eckaw

money

that

we should

have. As yet we have received inst
$4.35. We still live and are full of
courage and

who

if

intend to

there are any persons
their honest in-

pay

debtedness to us, we will be “at
home” to them any time during next
week.

who was the only witness called. ^Tie
Last Wednesday evening Misses'
Mr. Eckard. “I am 32 Martha, aged 17 years, and Lucy,
aged 15 years, daughtersof Mr. and
years of age; reside in Muskegon; am a
Mrs. C. Blora, gave a birthday
locomotive engineer, have been employed
story of the accident is best told from the

testimony of

as sneb for nine years. I knew David

have known him about one
my engine, No.
& W. M. R’y. We left Grand Rapnine o’clock. He was in bis usual

Potter and

several 24, C.

thousand dollars in wages and material to
the

In the last two weeks we have
sent out bills calling for some $800

ids at

health and in full possession of bis mental

Mayor P. H. McBride is contemplat- He informed us also that Mr. 31 artel was faculties. The engine was in good order.
ing the erection of a two-story, two store, obliged to turn away work where he is I have ran this engine for three years, two
located on account of his limited facil- years constantly since her last general re
brick block on the corner of Eighth and^-now
----------------------------------

Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs, and Coids, is sold on a River streets next season. With this iif Tties for doing it, and that if be should de- pairs. We made onr regular stops and
positive guarantee. Trial bottle free at
tention he is buying building stone, for ] cide on coming here and could obtain a run on usual schedule time. When about
Yates & Kane’s Drug Store, Holland, and
foundation, End other building material, proper amount of encouragement he could one-balf mile of Vrlesland I was violently
A. De Kruif’s,Zeeland.

party to some thirty or forty of
their young friends at their home on
Seventh street. The young ladies
kindly rememberedthe News with
a generous supply of good and
toothsome confectionery and a quantity of very nice
^

cake.

The annual meeting of the West
Michigan Park Association was
called for 10 o’clock last Tuesday
morning in the office of Cyrus El
Continuedon fourth page.

CUtRENT EVENTS.
foltald

^

I*1,1”5'

WORDS BY WIRE.
The Latest News by Telegraph
All Parts of the

ing, the vibrationsbeing severe

World.

and dishes.
Ten prisoners escaped from the Comity

Jail

sonal Mention, and Occurrences

into the cellar, and,

by

breaking

making a hole in the

wall, crawled through.

LATEST DISPATCHES.
FOR WHITE_SUPREMACY.
Mr. Wiraoth’i Peculiar Platformfor the
Louisiana Race.

The RepublicanState Central Committee met at New Orleans on Tuesday and

on

the ticket, which,
reconstracted,will stand as follows: Governor, Henry C. Warmoth of Plaquemine;
Lieutenant Governor, Anorew Hero of
Orleans; Auditor, James Forsytheof Catahoula; Treasurer, Benjamin F. Flanders of
Lafayette; Secretaryof State, John F. Patty (colored)of Terrebonne; Attorney General, Robert Ray of Ouachita. The committee decided that the office of Superintendent of Public Instruction was
non-political,and voted to support Joseph
A. Breaux of Iberia, the Democratic candidate for that position, Warmoth announces his acceptance of the nomination
for Governor in a public letter. He is in
strict accord with most of the principles
enunciated in the Democratic State platform. He favors white supremacy,promises the retention of faithfnl servants in
office, and advises Republicans in local
contesteto vote for the best man, hoping
that Democrats will do the same.
filled the vacancies

at Uuiontown,Pa.,

through the rotten floor of an unused cell

of Lesser Note.

THAT AWFUL BLIZZARD.
A Dakota Death List
special: “It

Sion Falls (Dak.)

ii

to overflowing. Prince Bismarck

Three people were killed and thirteen
hurt in a smash-up on the New York,
Pennsylvania and Ohio Railway at Steambnrg, a station half-way between Salamanca and Jamestown.The lightning express
—the fastest train on the road- was half an
hour late, and tore through the little town
at a tenifio rate of speed. While
passing
freight train which

a

had been

the

side-tracked
engine of the express struck a broken frog,
over which it passed safely, but (ho day
coach left the track aud crashed into the
freight caboose, the sides of both cars being torn to splinters. On that side of the
coach sat Miss Hattie Abbott, aged 2(1,
and two relatives,Mrs. Cyrus Battey and
Miss Bessy Battey, all three of Sheffield,
111. Miss Abbott was killed almost instantly, Mrs. Battey was dangerouslyinjured
internally, and Miss Battey was slightly
hurt. There were about a dozen passengers
in the car, and not one escaped injury.
In the caboose of the freight train the
crew sat eating their dinner. Four men
were on the side next the express train.
Two of them— ConductorGeorge Ellis and
Brakeman James Dean, both of Meadville
—were killed. Brakeman H. Shaffer, also
of Meadville, was terribly injured and can
hardly live, while the fourth man miraculously escaped without a scratch. A
number of freight cars were completely
demolished. Thirteen persons were more
or less seriously injured.

WEST.

the

CONGRESSIONAL.

was enthusiasticallygreeted on his way to

Work

pacificdisposition baa prevailed.I can, therefore, reassure the public that so far as France

enough to

rattle windows

Political Gossip, Railroad Notes, Per-

filled

the Reichstag palace bv dense crowds
which lined the route. When he entered
EAST.
the Reichstag he was received with deafening cheers. The House proceededwith
The remains of Dr. Frank Wetzel, of
the first reading of the military loan bill,
Chicago, were cremated at Pittsburg in
and Prince Bismarck arose to address the
the presence of his widow.
Tom Ellis, editor of tho Birmingham, House. He said:
Flames destroyed the great dry goods Ala., Herald, was shot by Detective SulI do not believeI can add anything to the
tiue state of the case regarding the bill. I do
establishment of Barnes, Hengerer A Co., livamfor publishing a libel.
not aduress you oa that account. My object is
on Main street, Buffalo, N. Y., causing a
speak of the general situation of Europe. I
Six children of Lester Singletary, of to
may confine myself to referring to what I said
total loss of $1,200,0110.
Columbus County. South Carolina, were on the same subject over a year ago. There
At many points in New England shocks burned to death while their parents were has been very little change since thou, when I
feared war with France. Hinoe then France
of earthquake were felt Wednesday mornhas elected a peace-lovingPresident,aud a
attending church.

HOLLAND CITT. MICHIGAN.

from

stole all the diamonds,gold watches, and
valuablejewelry in the stock of the firm.
The latter were carrying a large stock of
the Rockford Watch Company’s goods,
which they were selling on the club plan.
The value of the goods stolen is estimated
at $30,000. No trace of the burglars has
yet been ascertained.

WASHINGTON.

is concerned the proepecthas become more
peaceful. Regarding Russia also 1 am of no
other opinionthan when I said that wo have
to apprehend no attack froo} Russia The
situation must not be judged irom press comments. lhe Russian newspapers I do not believe. I believe the Czar's word absolutely.
The eituation on the whole is no: differentfrom
that of 1879. I grant that the concentration of Russian troops on the frontier
may appear serious, but I perceive no cause or
pretextfora Russian or European war. Russia has no interest to conquer Prussianor Austrian provinces. Indeed, I go so far in my confidence as to say that even a war with France
would not necessitate a war with Russia,
although the latter eventuallywould Involve
ttro former. It ie true that I cannot demand
an exolanatioufrom tho Russian Foreign Office
regarding the concentrationof troops on tho
frontier,bat having been well acquaintedwith
Russia's foreign policy for a generationI may
have my own opinionof the matter. I believe
tho Russian Cabinet intends to make Russia'e
voice heard at the next European crisis, and,
therefore, wishes to push her military forces as
far westward as possible.

.

.

1

5

$

9,

,

2,

shoes for Bodie, taking four days’ rations Steel Company, at Cleveland, Ohio, were
and his dog. Nearly three weeks after- burned. Loss, $50,000.
ward his dog returned alone in a starving
Omaha special: “Miss Etta Shattuck,
condition.Friends startedout ou the trail
the
young school teacher whose exposure
and found the dead body of Noyes in Rock
Creek Canyon, lying on his face in the to the blizzard made amputation of both
snow. The dog stayed with the body two limbs necessary, died Monday at Seward,
weeks without food, although the rations Neb. The Omaha Bee’w fund for her benwhich Mr. Noyes had taken with him were efit has reached $3,750, and will be turned
over to her parents.”
lying by his side.
A DYNAMITE explosionat the works of
Mn. Kawyeu, of Wisconsin, introduceda bill
the
Hancock Chemical Company, near
In the Senate, on the 7tb hint., providingthat
Hancock, Mich., destroyed No. 2 packing
all toldiers who served at least ninety days in
house and blew down the building adjointhe late war and were honorablymustered out
or dischargedon surgeons’certificatesof disaing. Three men, J. A. Armond, John
bility shall be entitled to receive the same Olson, and Adam Ytsila, were instantly
bounty to which they would have been entitled
had their full term of enlistment been served killed. The explosion was of terrific

*

LABOR

At

Pottsville, Pn., a number of dis-

obedient Knights of Labor went to work in

ami when they emerged from
mine they were met by an angry mob

.

Western railroadroutes.

MARKET REPORTS.
NEW

a colliery,
the

Cattle ......... .................
$4.50 '<t 5.75
Hons .............................
5.00 @1 6.75
.

....

SOUTH

&

_____ _

on

became so

in
abolish the minimum punishment in internal-revenue oases, and authorizing the

had

A

^

Ind^e

Mike Ileffern,Patrick Brennan, for not admitting Dakota. A protection
Commissionerof Internal Revenue to com- John Brown, two Hungarians,and one of resolutionwas voted down.
promise cases under the law ; to amend tho law the coal and iron police were wounded, one
pres rloing the death penalty for willfully probably fatally.Four of the strikers
FOREIGN.
casting away vessels so as to allow punish- were arrested, taken to a justice office, and
ment by tine or imprisonment if there is no loss
The announcementthat Prince Bisheld to bail. Later the strikers made a
of life, 'lhe Committee on MilitaryAffairs reported a bill authorizing the President to ap- rush on the Magistrate’s office, broke the marck would speak on tho military bill
point and retire Alfred Pleasanton as a liriga- windows,and almost tore out the front.
attractedan enormous crowd to the vicinidicr General ’lhe Foreign Affairs Committee
reported tl,» diplomaticiml coe.uler.pprepri-|
8*ore of ty of the Reichstag, says a Berlin disation bill. It appropriates *1,403,8(17.llr. Till- Chapman it Gale, ifi Norfolk, Va., through patch of the 7th inst. Long before the
man, from the Military Committee, reported
. . .. , , ,, - „
tho military academy appropriation
bill. | * B*i}‘|ght,took the door offt the safe, and day's business began the gallerieswere
Catherfl,

BcRaLAI1“ ‘l>«

I

a

sharp debate tho House Of Ropre-

tho effect that “A special committee of fiveinvestigate forthwith
tho oxtent, causes and offoct upon interstate

to

numbers bo appointed to

commerce of the continued failureby theHeading Railroad Company to transport such
commerce, and to report to the House, by
bill or otherwise, for considerationat any
time, such legislation as is necessary to
secure to tho public tho regular and
complete execution by a railroad company of
its obligations to servo as a common carrier
-

'
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1

Barley— No. 2 ................... .75
Pork— Mess .....................14.25

(<$ .76
(314.75

HT. LOUIS.

Wheat— No. 2 Red .............. .61
.814
Corn— Mixed ................... .40*4 .47
Oats— Cash ...................... .30 (ft
.04

.31

«.« .06

0

.96

14.75 .315.25
Pork— Mens .....................

BUFFALO.

Cattl* ..........................4.75 & 5.50

........ ^

Hogs ..............
Sheep ...........................
Corn— No. 3 Yelluw .............. 55)4

5.75
«55

Cattle— Prime ..................4.75 <9
Fair ................... 4.00 <"
Common .............. 3.50 &
Hoos ........................... 5.25 <3
Sheep ...........................4.75
Lambs .......................
5.50 (fJ

5.00
4.60
4.00
6.00
5.20
C.2j

Cattle— Prime ................. 4.00

-ft

4.50

Hoos— Light .................... 4.50
Heavy ....................4.00 .<*
Sheep— Prime ....................$.75 t*
Common to Fair ........ 2.60 &

6.25
4.75
4.25
3.50

.......

EAST LIBERTY.

MO<9

OMAHA

Common

The

White-Lowery contorted

election

(are occupied the exclusive attention
of tho House on the 4th inst. Mr.
Cockran, of Now York, made a ten-minute
speech in favor of While, saying tho whole
case rested on his own testimony,that he had
naturalization papers, and tnat he for one was

to indicate a disbeliefIn the
timony of the brave soldier who
helped to cement tho Union with blood,
or to tear open afresh his wounds received in defense of his country. The bill fix-

unwilling
ta

ing times and places of holding United States
courts in Minnesota makes dates as follows : In
Duluth in April of each year; Kt. Paul in June

and December; Winona in January. The urgent
deficiency hill, as reported to the House, permits the use of money left over from the amount
granted for tie rods ou the postofficebuilding
last year to be devotedto general repairs of the
building.There was no session of the Kenato.
Mr. Hoar, from tho select committee on the
celebration of the centennial of the Constitution, reported in tho Kenato,

on

the 6th inst., a

joint resolutionproviding, in addition to such
other celebration us may hereafter ho provided
for, “that tho two houses of Congress shall meet
in the hall of the House of Representatives;
that the Chief Justice of the Uuited Mates shall

deliver an oration." Tho resolutionwas
adopted. Mr. Platt addressedtho Kenato
in opposition to tho tariff views expressed
in the President's
message. Mr. Carlisle resumed his duties as Kpoaker of the House
after a two weeks’ absence. Tho Lowry-White
contest was decided iu favor of Mr. White, the
sittingmember, by tho decisivevote of 187 to
1j5. Forty-seven Democratsvoted with tho

Republicans in favor of White. Among the
bills and resolutions introduced in tho House
were tho follow. ng : Ry MY. Cnipmnn, resolutions of the Detroit Board of Trade in favor of
a postal telegraph; by Mr. Landes, for a
public building at Gluey, 111. ; by Mr.
Lawler, to protect the consumersof butter by requiring wholesale dealers to pay
an annual tax of $500 and retail dealers to pay
an annual tax of $1 ; also to repeal the oleomargarine tax; by Mr. Caswell, for a
public building at Racine. Wis. ; by Mr. Baker,

directingtbe Committee

on

Military
Affairs to inquireinto tbo expediency of tho
Governmentpurchasing tho site of Old Fort
Chartres, Illinois ; by Mr. Peters, for ft public
building at Hutchinson. Kan. ; by Mr. O'N'eall,
for a public building at Vincennes,Ind.

It is worry, not

of

ing control of the election ot bridges over navigable waters within btate limits. A bill to
grant a pensionof »1*2 per month to army nurses
was rep rted favorably from tbo benato Committee on Pensions. The House of Representatives adopted Gen. Weaver’s resolution calling
on the Be.retary of the Treasury for detailed
Information relative to the recent policy of tho
The Minnesota Republican League had
department of purchasing bonds with surplus
money and to the present policy of depositing by the Reading Company, were on their
a two days’ conference at Minneapolis.
funds in a large number of national banks. way home they were met by a lot of boys
The House also adopted the resolutionof who hooted and jeered at them. The men Candidates and platforms were not disMr. Landes calling ou tho Secretary of the kept
and paid no attention to the cussed, tho League voting to support the
Treasury for information regarding the amount
rough Republicancandidate for President. F.
of United States bonds and notes in circulation boys until they
when the act of 18/s limitingtheir issue was that the coal and iron policemenwere E. Searles of 8t Cloud was elected perpassed, and whether any have been lost or de- compelled to interfere.
few minutes manent chairman of the League. Resolustroyed
.u7 later a mob of 500 Btrikere pounced upon tions were passed pledging the State to the
tho feu.8 ware tall. provUUig.Ior tire |>rml.h. lhe men wbo
lh£
Republican party, extending sympathy to
mentof nank-oxaminers for false reports or
suppressing facts
their reports; to officers opened fire on the crowd. John Ireland, and scoring the Democratic party

since.

After

sontativos,ou tho 1st last., adopted a resolution'

Work Not Worry.

YORK.

women, two gray-haired beldames bearing rnsty maskets in their hands. A young Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ .90 A .90 ^
No. 1 Rod .............. .89>2 £5 .90^
lass made an impassionedappeal to the
Corn— No. 2 ..................... .00 A .02
recreant workmen, aud ended by flinginga Oath— White .................... .41 lO- .40
loaf of bread among them. This was folFork- New Mess ............ .... 14.75 <315.25
CHICAGO.
lowed by a bread bombardmentfrom the
5.00 & 5.75
rest of the excited women, and nothing but Cattle— Choice to Prime Kteers
i<t 6 00
. Good ...................4.50
the rapid departure of a train of cars in
Common to Fair ....... 8.75 (3 4.50
which the non-striking minern took refnge Hoos— ShippingGrades ..... .... 5.00 lea 5.75
Khkkp ....................... 4.50 & 5.50
prevented a scene of bloodshed.
Wheat— No. 2 Red Winter ...... .80 & .80)4
Twenty-one furnaces are out of blast Corn— No. 2 ..................... .47)43 .48)4
Oath— No. 2 ...................... .32 .<4 .34
in the Lehigh Valley.
Barley— No. 2 ................. .78 (<« .82
force.
A collision took place at Pittsburgh, Butter— Choice Croamory ..... .20 C'5 .30
Fire destroyed Hugh Hildreth &. Co.’s
Fine Dairy ............ .23 «S .25
Pa., between tho non-unionmen at the CrtEEHE— Full Cream, new ...... .12
& .12)4
printing house at St. Louis; loss, $100,000.
.21
Bolar Iron Works and the strikers. Pistols Eggs— Fresh ................
.80 & .86
Potato* — Choice, per bu ......
were used, nnd three persons were shot, Pork— Mess .....................14.00 l£J 14.50
TOLEDO.
one, a boy, it is. thought fatally.
Cash. .................. .85 G .85)6
Two South Carolina preachers came
War is raging between the striking Wheat—
.51 «« .51)6
Corn— Cash .............. .......
to blows in a church quarrel, and the conminers at Shenandoah, Pa., and those who Oats— No. 2 White .............. .33 id .34
Clover Heed ....................4.00 & 4.10
gregation took sides and engaged in a gent
are employed there.
KANSAS CITY.
eral fight; and it was not a colored church,
.80
The strike at tho Illinois Central yards Wheat— No. 2 ................... .79
.43 ((« .43)6
Corn—
No.
2
......................
either.
at Centralia, ' 111., has been pradially Oats— No. 2 ...................... .29 (ft .30
Shenandoah City was the scene of a
MILWAUKEE.
patched up.
Wheat— Cash .................. .76 (5 .704
terrible riot which resultedin the shooting
Corn— No. 3 ..................... .47 '.<« .474
POLITICS.
of seven men. While employes of the
Oath No. 2 White ............... .34 & .35
Rye— No. ....................... .01 (!> .63
Shenandoah City Colliery, which is owned

bill

of Representatives.

1

'J

**

.

.

:

oat. Mr. btockbridge, of Michigan,Introduced
a hill refundingto pilots, engineers, and mates
of DWUAiii
Vi
steam vessels,
» L. D
U D , 'or
v/k vuut*
their heirs, the license
fees which they have paid since the law was
passed in loiil. Licenses hereafter are
to be free. Ho also introduced a bill
making it obligatory upon every sort of
steamer to carry at all times a full complement
of licensed offleers and a full crew. The law
now applies only to passenger steamers The
Senate also adopted a resolutiondirecting the Commerce Committee to inquire into
the right and expediency of Congress assum-

Home

of intei state commer.'e.” Mr. Evarts, from,
the lommlttonon ForeignRelations, reported
The following is a recapitulationof the
favorably to the Senate the bill providing for
the inspectionof meats for exportation. . Mr.
debt statement issued by the United States
Cameron introlucedthe bill providing for the
Treasurer on the 1st inst.:
payment of a service pension of 1 cent for each
INTKKKNl -MURING DEBT.
dav’s service to all Union soldiers and sailors
Bonds ut 4>« per cent ............... * 230,544,600
of the rebellion. Mr. Palmer introduceda hill
Bonds at 4 per cent ................732,447,600
appropriating $4,000,000for continuing tho imItefuudiiigcortiftcatosat 4 percent 147,350
provement of Kt. Mary's biver, Michigan,and'
Navy pensionfund at 3 per cent.
14,000,000
$20 >,09 1 for the Hay Lake Channel, -Michigan.
Pacific railroad bonds at 0 per cent 04, 623,5 M
The bill to increase tbe pensionof the totally
tiolpless *o $72 per month passed tne Konate on
Principal. ...........................
SI, 041, 763, 062
Interest.............................
0,837,237
tho 2d inst. Mr. Cullow introduced a bill permitting officerswho have served in one grade
Total ........... ................. $1,048,600,209
for twenty-ouo years to draw tho pay of the
IJEDT ON WHICH INTEREST UA8 CEAsEU 1NCE
next higher grade, or bo retired on the pay alMATURITY.
lowed to retired officers of the next grade. Mr.
Principal ........................... 2,914,355
Keuna addressedthe Souate ou tho President's
Interest .............................
170,981
tariff message aud in reply to Mr. Sherman’s
speech ou tbe same subject. Mr. bherm&u
Total ............................ 3,091,340
replied to Mr. Kemia, and Mr. Reagan
DEBT BEARING No INTEREST. •
spoko briefly in defense of tbo administration
Old demand and legal-tender notes.* 346,737,9jG
tariff policy. Mr. Plumb addressedtbe Senate
Ci-rtificates
of deposit ..............10,013,000
in iHVor of bis resolutionregarding inefficient
Gold certificates .....................104,853,971
eorvicodu tbo South and West. Mr.
Silver certificates....... ..........179,321,053
Prince Bismarck then reviewed the re- mail
Ingalls announced tbo appointment of tho folFractional currency dess *8,375,934
lationsof Prussia with Russia since 1848. lowing special committee on tbe Pacific Railestimated as lost or destroyed).
6,941,825
Frequently, he said, they had had a men- road funding bills aud the President's message
and commission reports : Messrs. 1 rye,
Principal...........................
5 048,499,805 acing aspect, bnt at all times the calmness Dawes,
Davis, Morgan, ButTOTAL DEBT.
and conscientiousness
displayed by the ler and Hiscock,
HeursL In tbo House of ReprePrincipal ............................
$1,693,177,232 ministers on the Prussian side toward the
sentatives,Mr. Crain, of Texas, from tbo
Interest...................
7,014,219
threateningposition of Russian affairs—a Committee on PresidentialElections,etc.,
reported a joint resolution proposing a constiTotal ..................
$1,700,191,451 position of which foreign countries had no
tutional amendment providingthat Congress
Less cash items available for reidea— had succeeded in averting mischief. shall bold its annual meetings tbe first Monduction of the debt ............... S 304,749,024 He continued:
day in January. Mr. Ford, of Michigan, inLoss reserveheld for redemption
Austria is our natural ally in the dangers troduceda bill for tbe organization of the Terof U.H. notes ..................... 100,000.000
ritory of Alaska. After considerabledebate
which threatenus from Russia and France ; but
Total ............................
S 404,749,024 there is no need to fear the hatred of Russia. the bill to prevent tbo tiansmissiou throughthemails as second-classmatter of cheap literaNo wars aro waged from mere hatred, for otherture, ami requiringit to bo transmitted as
Total debt loss available cash itoms$l,2l>5,411,827wise Franco would have to be at war with Italy
third-class matter, was passed. Yeas, 145;
Net cash in the Treasury ........... 85,230,740 and the whole world, The strength we possess
nays, 110.
will reassureour public opinion and allay the
nervousnessof the bourse and tne press. Our
Debt less cash in Treasury Feb. 1,
Mn. Dockery reported a bill to the House of
1888 ........ ........................
$1,210,211,081 task now is to strengthenthis strength. It must
Representatives,
on tho 3d inst., authorizing
not bo said that others can place the same deDebt less cash in Treasury Jan. 1,
the appointment of eleven division superintendfensive frontier force as we are able to do. If
1888 ................................
1, -225, 599, 401
we are attacked, thou the furor Teutonieut will ents of the railway mall service. A bill was
Decrease of debt during mouth .* 15,387,320 flame. Wo hoj>o to remain at peace with Rusreported -for tho relief of tue sufferers from tbe
Decrease of debt since Juno 30, 1837 09,217,655 sia, as with all other powers,but we do not wreck of the Tallapoosa. Mr. Nutting of New
( ASH IN THE
TREASURY AVAILABLE FOR THE run after anybody. Russia lias no grounds for York, offered a resolution calling on the Secrecomplaint of Germany’s attitude on the Bulga- tary of the Treasuryfor information iu regard
REDUCTION OF THE PUBLIC DEBT.
rian question.
Gold held for gold certificatesactuto tho refusal of the Canadian authorities to
ally outstanding .................. S 101,853,971
Prince Bismirckreiterated the confidence allow American wrecking vessels and maSilver held for silver certificates
chinery to assist American vessels while in disactually outstanding .............. 179,322,053 that Germany felt in her array, nnd detress in Canadian waters, and as to whether
clared that Germany fenred “only the God
U 8. notes held for certificatesof
Canadian wrecking vessels and machinery are
deposit actually outstanding ..... 10,615,000 which makes us wish to foster peace.”
permittedto operate in American waters. The
Cash held for matured debt aud inamendments were couucrred in to the House
terest unpaid ......................
9,088,581
bill to punish crime in the Indian Territory.
Fractional currency ................ 1.015
The Senate was not in session.
GENERAL.

purpose of the TerritorialSuperintendent
The Michigan Supreme Court has deof Public Instructiontp compile a list of
cided the Palms will case, reversing the
every person who perished in Dakota daring the fatal snow-storm of the Pith of decision of the court below. The result is
January lost, for general distribution.The that the childrenwill receive the income
woik of gatheringstatistics is being per- of the estate, upward of $200,000 yearly,
formed oy County Superintendentsof and the grandchildren will get the estate.
Schools. The object of the publicationis
Judge Woods, in the Federal Court at Total available for reduction of
debt ...............................
8 301,749,023 A Pittsburghdispatch says that a
to contradictthe exaggeratedreports cirIndianapolis, on Friday, overruled the
RESERVE FUND.
natural-pas expert has returned to that
culated throughout the States.”
Hell for roJomptiou of U. K. notes,
motions for a new trial in the cases of Coy
acts Juu, 14. 1375, and July 12, 1882 $100,000,000 city from Chicago with some bottled samaud Bemhamer, the convictedtally-sheet Unavailablefor reduction of the debt—
Miss Roycc's Melancholy State.
ples of the new fuel as found there. An
Plainview (Neb,) special: “Miss Louie conspirators, Coy was then sentencedto Fractional silver coin .............. $25,0 97 J analysis shows it to be natural pas, but of
the penitentiaryfor eighteenmonths and Minor coin ..........................113,017
that quality known as surface gas. It in
M. Royce, the school-teacher who laid on
to pay a fine of $100; Bernhamer to go for
Total ...........................$25,133,590 totally useless as a fuel because of lack of
the prairie all night during the recent bliza year and pay a tine of $1,000.
Certificatesheld as cash ........... 35,878,727 quantity, nnd has no more pressure than is
zard, with three of her pupils, all of whom
85,230,745
At Port Blakely, W. T., opposite Seattle, Netcash on hand ...................
to be found at the mouth of an illuminatdied in her arms, had both feet amputated
ing or artificial gas- burner. This expert
here on Tuesday. Her left arm is badly twp saw-mills, the largest on Puget Sound, Total cash in Treasury, as shown
by tbo reasurer’s gen I account. $550,992,066 says that if Chicago wants to use natural
deformed by large pieces of flesh dropping were burned, at a loss of $250,000, with no
off, but physicians say it will probably not
A petition was presented to the U. S. gas as a fuel she must pipe it for a longer
insurance.
distance than has yet been done even in
be necessary to amputate
Senate on Friday from tho President of
The American and California Sugar Rethe natural-gas regions of Pennsylvania.
the Johnson A Fuller ManufacturingCom- He says it will have to be piped from secTHE RUBBER^ TRUST.
fining Companies at San Francisco are
pany of Madison, Wis., for the abolition tions of Indiana and Ohio.
A Great Combine on the Eve of Completion— fighting each other and prices have been of all import duties on agricultural maBRADSTREET’Sjin its review of the trade
The Capital$50,000,000.
cut 1| cents a pound, with prospects of a chinery, on tho ground that such duties
ontlook,
has these encouraging words:
were superfluous and useless,and that no
The formation of the great proposed still greater reduction.
Tho movement of merchandise at Boston,
agricultural
machinery
would
be
imported
rubber trust is now a question of only a
Gov. Leslie, of Montana, has issued a
New York. Pittsburg, Louisville, Memphis, Chiif the duties were wholly discontinued.
cago, Ht. Paul, Burlington,Kansan City, KL Jofew days, says a New York telegram. proclamation raising the cattle quarantine
A
Washington
dispatch states that seph, Kt. Louis, and New Orleanshas generally
Those concerns which can manufacture against Vermont aud Virginia, and all of
tended to increase, the snow blockade having
rubber goods at the lowest rates will be Illinois except that part of Cook County “the President has approved and promul- been raised, and tho progress of trade
continned in operation, while the others quarantined against by Gov. Oglesby July gated a revisionof the civil-service rules, being toward increased activity. From
all directions word comes that tho outwill shut down. The lactories kept in y, 1887.
which makes several very important look for spring businesswas never bettor, and
operation will make diflerent grades of
changes
in
the
system
of
appointments
that tho volume of goods distributedduring
An Omaha telegram says: “Miss Louise
goods, with the resalt of making more
upon
tests of fitness applied to applicants January exceeded tho like total in 1837.
goods with less labor and at a much smaller Royce, who recently remained all night
An examination of railroad earningsper mile
for places in the departments at Washingcost Instead of 8 and ‘J per cent, profit, with her pupils at Plainview during the ton and in the classified customs offices for four years shows that seventy companies
earned un average of $5,538 per mile in 1887,
ns interestedwill then terrible blizzard, the children all dying in
as at present, the firms
and postoffices. The commission has also against 95, 159 in 188(1,*5,194in 1HH5, and *5,232 in
be able to realize over 15 per cent, annual- ' her arms, is in a most deplorable condition
revised the civil- service regulationsto 1084. Tho outlook is uncertain for the coally. The formation of this trust will have A consultationof physicians was held Sat- conform to the new rules. These re- miners' strike in tho near future. Within a
three great results. The profits for the urday, and it was decided to amputate visions have been under consideration by month twonty-threeiron furnaceshave banked
their fires, owin< mainly to increasedcost of
producers will become higher and several both feet and one arm. Several thousand the commission during the greater part of coal, rendering ‘A0 employes idle. Tho rothousand workmen will then be thrown out dollars have been raised for the heroic a year, and both have received careful jiorts of business failures number 280 in the
United State s this week, against 259 last week,
of employment without any other resources teacher, and the people of Nebraska and
consideration by President Cleveland. He
and 242 this week last year.
to fall back upon. The combine involves Iowa are still responding liberallyto the
read them at length several times, and
An exodus of residents of Manitoba is
a working capital of $50,01)0,000and an appeals for aid.”
made changes and modifications both of
annual trade of $100,000,000.
Saloon-keepers at Clinton, Iowa, matter and phraseology.Not one of the taking place into Minnesota, owing to the
have been heavily fined aud enjoined from old rules or regulations remains in its late troubles.
A Dog’s Devotion.
original form."
The United States Government will arm
A San Francisco dispatch says that carryingon business.
postal
employes employed on the exposed
The
works
of
the
Britton
Iron
and
H. P. Noyes left Round Valley, on snow-

it.”

of the Senate and the

...............

3-50

4.2

»

work, that kills, is an
old trite saying,but a true one. Where can
there be a more dejected and wretchedobject in this life than a woman who has nothing to do? Nothing to do, when this world
is so full of work, and so much in need of
willing hands and hearts to help on the
good deeds begun. Work is the salt of
life, tbe vehicle which carries us to success, prosperity and happiness,but we
should aim not to let trorry become a fellow-traveler. If we do, the journey will be
tedious, and no doubt unprofitable. Worry
will drive us into many a deep rut on the
way, and will call about our heads dismal,
threatening weather, nnd it is only a question of time when the clouds will burst,
aud the storm, for which our own shortcomings are responsible,will fall upon us
fast and furiously. It is, perhaps, an unkind thing to say, but women, as a class,
are prone to exaggerate their woes. They
insist on considering themselves martyrs,
and, with jwoe-begone faces and heartrending sighs, await in idleness their call
to a more appreciative world. Let them be
up and doing, and glorifytheir work, no
matter how lowly. Many women are under the delusion that out of public life a
woman's influence is marred, biased, and
cramped;but, while it is granted to the few
to puoliclybenefit the masses, it does not
exempt the many from carefullyand virtuously making use of every opportunity
in private life of creating a better and
more ennobling current of thought.
Beecher has said: “Difficultiesare God's
errands, and when we are sent upon them
we should esteem it a proof of God's confidence— as a compliment from God." We
cannot reach happiness at a single step, or
without effort, but we can zealously strive
for it every- dav, and the prize will be the

reward of persevering,long-continued
effort. Once more, I will say it is worry,
network, that kills.

A late novelty in use of poultices is to
wet a sponge in a concentrateddecoction
of mustard, and wrapping it with a handkerchief bandage for application. It is
readilyrenewed by simply again immersing in the same liquid.— Cawufa Lancet.
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MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
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BASE-BALL.

About Mirriage-Tles.

Roman husband took his wife
her husband but as her father.
The Fancy Salary Eiil— The Highest
She came into his family the same
Paid Player* Are Not thu
almost as an adopted daughter. - Originally the husband had absolute anil
Best Players.
complete control over her property.
Even after his death she was subjected
The

An EnfafpinentAlinoit Broken by ft Young the man-of-war Nustretie was blown
'Woman’s Gambling Cra*e.
up in the arsenal “This Frankish
astronomer/’ the Grand Vizier is re[Pittsburgh Dispatch.]
A pawnbroker eat in the rear room ported to have said, “either1 knew that
and mused. Nobody could blame him the
w explosion was going to take place
for thus idling hia time away, for it was or
0i did not know. In the former event
a mischievous
for
Sunday, and there was absolutely noth* | HO
h is u
uuoumoTvuo person
i'-- ------ not
.
_
/I kit f
. nnn
ing for tho poor man to do but sit and warning us; in the latter he is on im
muse. He had been to church in the postor.” And forthwith the word wa4
morning. He expected to go again in passed that Peters was not to bo en-

•'-Romeo's street lamps are

now

In

good

not as

repair.

-Clothes-line thieves are reaping a harvest at Jackson.
— Manistiquowanto a town hall, jail, library and a few other trifles.

President Spalding of the Ohioago Ch'i
to any guardianship that he might have
—A hen in Bay City strangled to death
had appointed for her during his lifeOff for Cuba— Diamond News
in
attempting to swallow a live mouse.
time. But a change came in her conand Gossip.
dition, and came as changes nsially
—The inmates of the Soldiers’ Home
come, from one extreme to another.
now number 400, and the house is crowded.
the evening, so the weight of sins un- couraged or assisted. Sometimes a
[CHICAGO COBBB8PONDENCE.]
atoned did not press heavily on Ins soul. visitor unconsciously carries his con- The wife was now subject to the tute—At Bradley’s comp, in Midland County,
lage
of
guardians
appointed
by
her
When
the Chicago Club signed Fred
demnatim
in
his
name.
In
the
r^ign
On the contrary, he was light-hearted
four
pine logs from one tree sealed 4,500
and happy. So much so that when a of Abdul Aziz no one was more per- own family. This tutelege gave her a Pfeffer last week, it seenred one of the twe
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reporter wandered into his cozy quart- sistentlysnubbed at court than Dr. very independentposition as to her men whose services it especiallydesires feet.
ers the general self-satistiedexpression Muhlig. physician to the German Em- separate estate and person.
—A home-made mail box on a prominent
for the coming season. Clarkson ts now
If the Romans did not countenance
on his countenance spread into a smile basiy, and all because tho Turks p rethe
only base -ball player in the country Jackson street is labeled in large red letnounced his name “Muchlik,” which in polvgamy the Hebrews did, and they
ofheartr welcome.
whom Capt. Anson feels anxious over, and ters “male box.”
‘‘I’m glad you don’t want me to ad- Arabic means “murderer.” Diplomat- had a more peculiar custom. There
the big fellow would like to see John’*
was
a
law
among
them
called
the
Le—Tho LtndermanA Gray box factory
ists would be well advised if. before
vance you anything on your overcoat,
virate,
which
means
brother-in-law, name to a Chicago contract,notwithstand- has finally decided to remain a Whitehall,
they
approached
the
Sublime
Porte
on
said he. "because I never do business
on Sunday. I guess I .can tell you any public question, thev considered and, according to this law, at the death ing that he has asserted the club’s ability at least for the present.
.something about the trade, though, if these weaknesses of the Moslem mind. of the husband the next oldest unmar- to go through the season creditably with—Chester Root, an old residentand
would be
especiallyuseful ^
if they ried brother-in-law of the widow marthat’s all you want,
reopie usually It would
i>e eapeciuujr
want People
out John’s services if it had to do so. prominent farmer living near Plymouth,
tlin
•Imnnap
of
tho
ried
her,
if
there
wore
no
children.
think that our business is briskest in COnsulted diligently the almanac of the
With the signing of Clarkson the White
died recently,aged 70 years.
dull times. That’s a mighty mistaken , court astrologer. An examination of In this way the wife of the eldest
Stockings would be in splendid trim foi
—David Potnam, a wealthy farmer of
idea, and I’ll tell you why. When a tho
*i.« history
biuim-* of
nf Sir Henry
Heurv Drummond brother might, in the course of time,
the season’s play, but the Nonpareil’s deperson pawns anything he generally Wolff’s recent mission in the light of have been the wife of all the brothers.
Williamston,was caught in ahayprsss
custom afterwardextended to termination,so often expressed,that he
expects to redeem it
•expouio
.. at
-- some
— ---future that work might be full of interest. This
many
of the western nations, but tho will not put his name to a Spalding con- recentlyand fatallyinjured.
time, and if ho is not employed ho does Much that is yet inexplicablein the
tract seems to be sincere and final. Mill
—If Muskegon needs one thing worse
not like to run the risk of forfeiting his negotiationsmight bo accounted for if marriage took place whether there there are many queer things said and
than another it is a new depot. The presgoods. Upon the contrary, if he is it were found that the proverbialill- were any children or not
done in base-ball these days, and it need
Pioneer marriages in this country,
making a g«od salary he is very apt to luck of Sundavs. Tuesdays, and Saturnot startle anybody if at the last moment ent one is a disgrace to the city,
not a century ago, has some resem- Clarkson should consent to jnmp into the
live a trifle higher than he ought It days had not' been duly considered,
-Rev. M. J. Hall, who was found dead
is those that go to the pawnbroker for or 'that proper attentionwas not paid blance to a Hebrew wedding. In those blue uniform of the Chicagos and make
in the woods in Alpena County, is thought
help. Our principalpawning days are to
U) the
UlO seven evil days in
---every lunar. days the marriage was the cause of another gallantfight for the flag.
The Chicagos will leave for Hot Springs to have died from heart disease.
Mondays, and
Kepi, month, or to the unlucky character ol great excitement,and the whole neighMondavs,
and Saturdays we are kept
about
March 1. They will play two weeks
borhood
was
usually
invited.
As
tho
—Emmet County will vote on prohibibusy redeeming. Every pawnbroker tho month of Safer, the second month
has a number of regular customers,who j in the Arabic calendar.— Sf. James houses of the bride and groom were in Arkansas and then go to New Orleans, tion February28, and it is conceded will
« • 1 ___
n stra nil c\r rinff / ^
generallyfar apart tho groom started where they have dates with a local club.
early in the week bring a watch or ring Gazette.
Tho ex-champions will then work then give a big majority for prohibition,
early in the morning on a horse as
or some other valuable article around
way North by easy stages, playing in all ov
Hob Burdette #n Insomnia.
-There will be no litigation over the will
highly caparisoned os the times would the Southern League cities. In this preand raise a little cash on it Friday or
What
pleases me, when I am tor- allow. The marriage generally took
of
the late James 11. Fleet, of East SagiSaturday the article is redeemed, and
liminary play the boys will wear heavy
mentedwith
sleeplessness,
is a little place before noon, to enable the whole navy blue flannel suits, which are now be- naw. The estate amounts to $515,000.
the next week the operation is rehealth book of my own, in winch I have party to return to the groom’s home in g made by Spalding’snimble tailors. The
—Portland dry goods stores close at 7:30
jotted down a few— a very few— of the before dark.
trip is expected to cover about seven weeks.
Pe" Speaking of rings reminds mo of an
to give tho clerks a chance to go to church.
“infallibleremedies” for sleeplessness The marriage was always celebrated
THE
DETROIT
TEAM.
engagement that was almost broken oil
The management of the Detroit Club Of course they all go— somewhere else.
which had been tried in thousands— or at night and the bridesmaids were proa couple of months ago. The young
has probably given up all hope of securing
perhaps
it was millions—of cases, most vided with lamps to meet the bride—The State Treasurer’s report shows
lady in the case lives—
well,
IJAUJ
---, in this .city.
the services for next season of Ld AnShe is very fond of baBO-ball — so fond, of which were in tho prescriber’s own groom when he came. On his arrival drews, the crack out-fielder of the 1 hiladel- cash on hand from tho year’s receiptsand
immediatefamily, or, at tho farthest, ho found the bride, bridesmaids, and phia team. Philadelphia’sdesire to secure
in 1UUV|
fact, that
games
disbursements of 1887 to be $94,000.40.
Ill
VUUW she watched-the
, -y
%
very closely last season, and had a pot circle of intimate friends, and had company awaiting him. As soon as a fancy price for the player's releasewas
—The chair of entomology in the expernever once failed to effect a permanent the actual ceremony was over the entire what scared Detroit off. ’Ihey say $o,000
or two on every ouo of them. The first
and,
it is needless to say, instant cure.
imental stationat Columbus, Ohio, has
party
returned
to
the
bridegroom’s
would
not
be
any
offer
for
Andrews,
and
part of tho season she won, but along
About August she commenced to lose. All of these cases collectively and each house with great rejoicing. When they bint that even $7, BUD would not take hi« been placed at the disposal of C. M. Weed,
Her pocket money went to pay her one by itself individually,were, and reached the house they partook of the release, but $10,UU0 would. Ibe Detroit of Lansing.
was exactly like ray own in cause, dura- wedding feast. The festivitiesusually club is probably not in want of good playlosses, and when that was gone she com—John Short, said to be a woodsman,
ers bad enough to pay any such money as
menced to pawn her valuables. Her tion, and operation. The simplicity of lasted fourteendays. The groom not this, and they evidently do not feel disrecently
attempted suicide at Day City, by
watch was brought to me flrst, her tho combined remedy appeals at once only furnished the feast but the robes posed to trade Hanlon and Richardsonfor
shooting
himself inribe region of the heart.
of those who took part in the cere*
father missed that and she had to re- to human confidence
Andrews, as the Philadelphia management
Eat
nothing
within
three
hours
beHe
will
live.
would like to have them. Twitchell was
deem it next day or be found out Then
There is in the Royal library of the only man ever thought of in the light
she pawned a set of eardrops, and fore retiring.
— Tawas Bay, at a distance of about
Eat a light but substantial^ luncheon Paris a written contract made in 12(.)7 of an exchange, and even this was never
Anally she brought me a diamond ring,
four miles from the shore, is covered with
which I noticed she took off the first just before going to bed. Nature ab- between two persons of royal birth in mentioned to Philadelphia.Tho cham- fish shanties. Borne troat are caught
hors a vacuum. (This is one of the pre- ArmigaL The husband and wife were pions for 1888 will without doubt bo mads
finger of her left hand. I suspected
bound to each other for seven years. up as follows; Getzein, Gruber, Baldwin, weighing thirty-five pounds.
she was gambling and I hesitated about emptions I like.)
Read
light literature before going to It was also agreed that the parties Conwav and Beatin, pitchers; Ganzell,
-George Hall has been appointed stataking the ring, but she answered me
Beunett. Sotcliff and Broughton,catchers;
should have the right to renew the tie Brouthers, first base; Richardson,second tion agent of the Flint and Pere Marshe wanted only a little money to pay a bed.
------- -Read nothing after supper, walk n at the end of that time if they mutually base; White, third base;
hill and would be able to redeem it in a
Rowe, short stop; quette Railroad at Plymouth to succeed
- -• left
• - field;
<« «a- n —
field
mile in the open air just before bed- agreed; but if not, the children were to Twitchell,
Hanlon, center «...
few
.
John Rauch, who recentlyresigned.
be equally divided and if tho number and captain; Thompson, right field; Schei
“I guess it was about a week later time.
Go to your room an hour before re- should chance not to be even they wore beck and Springer, substitutes.
—The Kalkaska Business Men’s Assowhen she pushed into my shop again.
ball-players’ salaries.
ciation elected the followingofficers for
She was very much excited, and I knew tiring, and read until bed-time. Give to draw lots for the odd one.
It is a fact worthy of remark that tbe
Theie was another kind of marriage
something was wrong. As soon as she up smoking all together.
1888: President, A. G. Drake; Vice PrssIf you are a smoker, a cigar just be- called polygnia,and like the Levirate, men who have drawn the biggest salaries
could get her breath she pulled her
idont, James Crawford; Secretary, 0. S.
for ball playing the nast two years have by
watch out and wanted to know if I would fore xetiring will soothe and trauquilizo it extended to the western countries. no means played the oest gome of ball. Blom; Treasurer, H. E. Stover; Execut
accept it in exchange for her ring. I vour nerves until you can’t keep This, however, did not gain much foot- The fancy salary evil has been steadily
hold among the Hebrews. Polygnia growing daring the past three years, and no CommiUee, B. C. Elms, W. P. Perkin
knew her family very well, so I told her awake.
Don’t think about sleeping; you scare was simply polygamy reversed. Ac- greater evil menaces the future of the na- D. Hobbs.
that I would not accommodate her un—A base-burner in D. R. Hibbard’s off
less she told me what was the matter. away slumber by wooing the .drowsy cording to it the woman was the head tional game than this. Bald a base-ball
manager tbe other day; “The three highest in Jackson refused to operate satisfactorii
of the house, and might have as many
She refused at first, but finally she god.
Resolutely resolve as you lie down legal husbands at one time as she salaried men in the League last year '"rere
camp to terras and told me tho whole
and was removed to the sidewalk, where it
atorv. The ring was her engagement. that you will go to sleep, and sleep will pleased. Her children bore her name Dunlap. Kelly, and Badbourn. I red Dun- proceeded to do business as usual. Two
lap could not get into the Chicago Club toand recognized her as the head of the
“Her lover had been away, but he come naturally.
morrow if Pittsburg were to make Presi- Norwegians,recently landed, passing by,
Take a warm bath and go from the house.
had come home suddenly and had
d,nt Hpaldmg
a present
of that pl.jm . tjling »
urtJBem ui
were attracted by tho comfortable glow of
The Roman Church alone regarded
missed the little golden pledge of their tub into bed.
Take
a
cold
sponge
bath,
jump
into
the fire, and, seenring a couple of boxes,
marriage
as
a
sacrament,
but
all^
the
engagement the first thing, bhe had
Club from x/o.iu..,
T
. _ a ____
nn
rn n
seated themselves by the stove and prosatisfied him by saying she had loft it bed, and you’ll be asleep before your other churches recognize it as a divine to the first-namedorganization an atmos
head touches the pillow.
institution,and, accordingly,every de- phere of discontentthat threatens to cause ceeded to soak up os much heat .as possiOn her washstand, but that
----- excuse
Walk slowly about your room half an nomination has provided religious serv- Kimick, Phillips A Co. no small amount
wouldn’t work more than once, so she
ble, remarking upon the superiority of
ices for its solemnization. So strong of trouble. Players who have been with
had to have tho ring or confess, and
Lie on your right side, with your a hold did the church in England gain the team for several seasons and who have America over any country on earth in the
confessionwould mean war. Well, 1
clearly proven their loyaltyto the c nb are way of taking care of tho poor. They
upon it that for a long time the regulagave her the ring and let hsr keep the cheek on your hand.
asked to sign this year for one-half the sal- fancied that the stove was placed tbere for
Lie
on
your
left
side,
with
your
head
tion of marriage and divorce was almost
watch, too. She quit betting and a
ary which the club proposes to pay Dunlap.
exclusively under the church’s jurisdic- Naturally they have refused to sign. Nat- the l enefit of the public, like a water
week later paid me all she owed me. resting on vour arm.
Count
up
to
100.
(I
tried
this
inhydrant or a lamp post.
A couple of weeks ago she was married,
tion.
urally they look upon Dnnlap as an interSome of the customs attending a loper, and who can blame th$m for so doand I am inclined to think she is a bet- human bit idiocy one night I came
—Recently the farm house of Wm. R.
ter wife than she would be if she hadn’t very near falling asleep two or three Hebraic marriage were peculiar. The ing? I confess that I am ’ agin
Parker,
northeast of Bt. Johns, took flro
times,
but
was
startled
wide
awake
by
and
all
players
of
his
class.
Not
that
I
bridegroom dressed himself in tho
learned that little lesson on gambling.”
suddenly becoming conscious that I most gorgeous style he could command. have anything personal against them, or from the stove-pipe which passed through
lost my count, and had to begin over
Ie next perfumed himself with frank- that I am in the least bit envious of their the roof. Mr. Parker with a pail of water
Superstition in Turkey.
bull-headed
luck, but simply becanse. —
as neaaeaiucK.
again.
This
cure
kept
me
awake
cne
incense and myrrh. Then he went
A study of Turkish superstition
_
n nr ft QftH
lover of
justice, fair wvIav
play owl
and an
square
deal- ascended to the roof to extinguish the fire,
might help to explain much that is whole night, when I was so sleepy I forth covered with garlands, or, if he ing, I don't
i;uu- He UBed tbe water and threw the pall
don’t like to see men into
like Dunhi wif vhom ho
jngt
mysteriousin the news telegraphed could scarcely hold my eyes open. The were rich, he would wear a circlet of lap and Radboum stepping over the
friend who gave me this prescription gold and ride a gayly caparisoned of. deserving,
8(o
tho
„ which
dailv from Stamboul to the newspapers
fellows sS as Galvin and Miller,and tbe
_
of the Giaour. Notwithstanding tho is not living now. She was a woman,
request no response was made. Mr. Parprogress the Turks have made of late and I could not. as a gentleman, offer Chinese Rewards for Domestic Virtues rest of the boys who have asserted their
her
violence.
So
I
dosed
a
box
of
manhood
far enough to refuse to go upon
ker came down to learn the cause, when he
vear^in the arts of civilization,Zadkiel
Among the largo number of mem- the field and do the same amount of worK found bis wife dead upon the floor. She
is eiqttenieking over the length and marshmallows with Rough on Rats,
orials presented by the provincial offi- for half the money that Dunlap, an interwas 58 years of age and in feeble health,
breadth of the Ottoman Eippire. From and sent them to her.
So, what is a sleepless man who cials of China few are more curious loper, is receiving. ‘Stick to it, boys, is
the highest to the lowest, all are a
my
advice to these men. If the 1 ittsburg and it is believed the excitement and shock
than those praying for imperial reprey to the devoutest superstition. The wants to sleep going to do ? If he eats
Club management wants to do business or occasioned by the fire caused her sudden
a light luncheon, smokes a mild cigar, wards for persons who have performed that basis make them [ ay for it. I told
office of Munedjira Bashi, or Court
death.
in some conspicuous manner their duties
Director O'Neil in this city that if bis club
Astrologer, still exists. Its present reads Runner an hour, walks a mile in
the
air, comes back and walks another toward their families or kindred. In a
signed
Dunlap
it
would
regret
it.
I
am
occupant, Hadli Tahir Effendi, was
-The last Michigan monthly crop remile about his room, takes a sponge recent number of the Peking Gazette, still betting dollars to cents that such wil
until 1877 President of the Council of
port shows tbe cost of producing and martho Governor of Honan Province reEducation, and during the short exist- bath, cold, followed by a tub bath, warm,
“As to the other players I have mentioned, keting one acre each of wheat, oats, corn,
drinks
a pint of milk, jumps into bed quests the bestowal of an “honorary
onco of the Turkish Parliament, nine
take
Kelly, for instance. He is not half and hay in the State for 1887, being based
patent”
on
a
young
lady
who
"since
years ago, was created a Senator. His and lies on both sides, with his head on
so good a man in the Boston Club at $o,- upon 775 reportsIrom crop correspondents,
one
arm
and
one
hand,
and
counts
a her childhood had been devoted to her
duties are not of a very complex kind,
books and is imbued with high ideas of 000 a vear as he was in tho Chicago Club representing on srea of 14,180 acres of
but they have an important bearing on thousand, it will lie time to got us, anyat $2,500, and Badbourn is not worth the
duty.” The youth to whom she was
how,
and
he
can
have
a
few
nervous
political and: social movements.
------price of his uniform to Boden, Conantand wheat, 7,578 acres of oats, 7,486 acres of
engaged having died, she gave way to
every action of the Sultan and his fits during the day.
corn, and 14,207 acres of hay. The averBUlii
violent grief, which nearly cost her her
Ed Andrews was asked the other day age net cost of producing and marketing
Ministershe has to calculate the
life. She went to Canton .(where he how long it took a man to become an exA Prisoner’s Wonderful Invention.
propitious day, hour, and even minute,
an acre of wheat is $10.70, or 05 5-1U cents
died) to invite his spirit to return, and port ball player, and promptly replied
Recently
an
electrician
named
S.
L.
and he publishes annually an almanac,
three years. Deacon W bite said it Uiok per bushel, 5 cents higher then in 1886, by
to
offer
oblations
to
his
memory,
and
in which, for the benefit of the whole larrett was sentenced to the county jai
all of three years and sometimes five.
the decrease in the
Mohammedan population,the days are or a period of twenty days for using a she is now waiting till one of her hus- Amateurs are not easily molded into pro- reason
band’s
brothers
is
married
in
order
that
yield.
The
net cost is lessened
listol
in
the
county
court-house.
While
epecified on which it is best to have the
fessionals. There are tricks of the trade
she may adopt one of his sons, ami thus
hair cat or the nails trimmed, to take n jail he invented an instrument that
with which the general public are not at all in the northern counties by tbe
continue the line of succession. She is familiar or even acquainted. It takes higher value of straw. Thirty-sixper cent
medicine, or to be bled, to visit friends, ie calls a microdetector. While in
now 24, “and fully resolved to lead a longer to make a good plajer out of an
to buy houses, lands, or slaves, to un- working position it will warn a jailer if
of the wheat fields arc reported grown on
single life, and be a rare example to amatenr, Andrews says, than out of a green
irisoners
are
attempting
to
escape
by
dertake a journey, and even to do
tier
sex."
The
Governor
expresses
Ins
man. The trouble with the amateur is he oat stubble, the remainder upon wheat
nothing. Next to the Koran no work sawing, filling, or using any other
sympathy
with
a
girl
of
distinguished
thinks he knows it all before be becomes a stubble,summer fallow, clover and timois more widely studied among the sub- adroit means. It was tested to-day by
familv who has been so suddenly de- professional. That is why so many prom- thy sod, aud com ground in tbe order
a
number
of
citizens,
they
posting
jects of the Padishah, and it is very
prived of the light of her existence. uing amateurs are failures— they are not named. The cost per bushel of other
doubtful whether even the great themselves in a front room in the book
wilting to
Evangel of the Prophet is more scrupu- part of the prison, with -doors closed. “Her’s is not a case of merely remainPresident Spalding, of the Chicago crops was; Oats, 28.6 cents; corn, 23.8
A
clock
was
put
in motion. Every click ing unmarried for tbe ten years pre- club, has left fora months trip through the cents per bushel of ears; hay, $4.75 per
lously
,
,
accompanied by
his wife, and
uj uw
Some enrious stones of Turkish could be distinctlyheard in the room. scribed bv the yi-ching; but, in the lan- South. He is accompameu
ton. The expense of labor in the producguage of the odes, she has vowed that will
s,i __
v-.— Orleans
st-iAonu and
amt sail
Kni l from there
go to New
from there tion is based upon the average wages of
superstition are related. The mys- A saw was used gently on the bars, and
till death she will have no other. In lor
for Havana,
Havana. aw*
After a week's stay in
— the
terious caprice with which distin- produced a load sawing noise. Theinthe same issue a magistrate and mih- Cuban capital he will return to America, man, team and plow per day for the whole
strnment
is
worked
by
electricity
on
a
guished arrivals at Constantinopleare
tarv officer are degraded for beheading touching at Jacksonville, St. Augustine, State, $2.78, board and forage inclusive.
treated by the Sultan and his Ministers single wire, the various noises of the
Savannah, Charleston,Richmond, Wash- The whole number of bushels of wheat rea prisoner who was sentenced to be
is explained by an anecdote told of the cells coming over it distinctly.The inhanged.
The
officer excused himself ington, and Philadelphia, reaching hew ported marketed at elevators and mills in
vention
is
considered
wonderful—
well-known astronomer Peters when
in time for tbe League meeting there
on the ground that tho soldier em- York
is twl.oaz.
831.552. But 25 per con*,
cent, v*.
of
in
December is
he visited Constantinople in 1850 with Houston (Tex.) Cor. Globe-Democrat
in March.
ployed at the exeention was drunk.
Fred Pfeifer has secured the score-card
cr0p ba8 been reportedmarketed.
letters of introductionfrom Humbold
•
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Mid other eminent men of

Tenderness makes a woman-grate-

science.
An English chemist has devised an
impossible to proceed with ful; a noble manhood compels all her economical process of reolrming soap
deep
instincta
of
love,
—
Mrs.
A,
D.
T,
ihe mission with which he was charged,
from washing solutions.
because on the same day that he was Whitney.

He found

it

tbe

1

(h.

dui

period in 1886.

M

*
one of the little

.....

Agnew.

band of Methndifts in

Holland, even while they listened to

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS.

Saturday, February

.

#

the youngest daughter of Mr. aud Mra. J.

Delta,

BARGAINS!

preachingonce in two weeks in an old

Editor,

1888.

11,

.....

.

Continued from firtt page.

Perkins. A quorum was present
but no business was transacted as
General Manager J. II. Hoskins was
not in the city. The meeting was
deferred till next Tuesday evening
when the association will meet at
the Morton House as they did last
year.

B. Bacon, died at West Olive on Tueadaj, Feb. 7,
and waa buried at Grand Haven on Thursday,
Feb. 9. Little Della waa bright and intelligent,
kind and affectionate,
and In tba abort tlma she
great interest, and unless providentially waa with na made many frienda. Mr. and Mn.
hindered, bis seat waa always filled, and Bacon have the sympathy of the entire community
“Brock."
his testimony of the love of Jesus was as in their

ichool house, but the more frequent
prayer and clasa meetings were seasons of

—AND—
The

bereavement.'

Mr. Duahane lost two cows, killed by the "faat

fire, and

Holland received the bsplism of

waa

'The Leap Year party was well attanded and the
had ample revenge.

which he baa been a

most active member and

HENRY KAMPERMAN,

girls

here by faith to help lay the fouodation of
the new church, of

Marble Brothers have their feed mill In operaand are ready for custom work.

THEADORE BOSMAN,

tion

Paintings,

supporter

Foreman Sash

and Door Department.

Picture Frames, and Oil

The railroadstationat this place was changed
to correspond with the Post Office on February 1.
to the present time. “As a prince be has
The groans, together with the more terrifying
bad power with God aud man and has
ear-plercUigscreams, which so alarmed our citiprevailed,” and his giving has been in a
zens one night this week, was supposed to he the
royal way— dollars for Christ and pennies West Olivo "slDglu’ akawl" in one frantic enfor self; “Verily be'll have bis reward." deavor to strike the key-note. It’s “darn'’ mean,
The prophecy: "Many shall bepuilfied we never did anything to hurt them.
faithful

B. L. Scott, Proprietor.

OA.R/FBTS,

train" on the 26th ult.

(be building which had taken the place of
the school house was swept away, he

Lumber Yard.

Furniture, Wall Paper

lieceivid latt teeth.

precious ointment poured forth. When

best of bargains in

Foreman PlanLumber Dept.

ing, Matching and

II. P. Scott, who lately left
may bo obtained at the new
place for St. Paul, writes us
v that the thermometers have no
not
A Complete Stock of
uO reSisterC(1 below freezingpoint iiin
\y the two weeks he has been there
there.
Rough & Dressed Lumber,
The wells and cisterns have
-- OFfj-' thawed out and the people are and made while, and tried," has been il“Olive,” who likened us unto a jackass, Is, we
VJ once more drinking good pure water. lustratedin his experience. When many understand, a lady. “Null ced" when an able and
SASH, DOORS, MOULDINGS, Ac.,
Henry is happy and says that there fields were crimsoned with blood, during full equipped woman catchea ua In the Jaw you
can send us to Kalamazoo.No sir, not for Joe.
is no danger of his freezing as the
our civil war, he laid one of bis sons upon We’ve been there before as a few old scars,part of
Glass, Putty, Paints and Oils.
cold weather all disappeared with the altar of his country, never to meet him an ear, and a crooked finger, can testify. Thanks
in the old postufticebuilding on
Eighth Street.
“Rex Borealis,” the ice king who again until the Judgment of the great day. awfully, we don’t indulge In such luxuries.
1 • *
'
Presided
at
the
rreent
oarnivnl
flinrn
“Too
Button.’’
% * presided
recent carnival there.
For many years he watched by the bedOlive Center.
CALI AND SEE US AND LEARN
A class of guitar scholars has aide of his suffering wife, then gently laid
Clarence
Northup
Is better.
been organized here, consisting of her down to rest, in hopes of a reunion
OUR PRICES.
Messrs. Gillespl^- GoodricbpMant- before the throne; besides,earthly riches Grace E. Merritt was called home on account of
the absence of her mother.
Promptly done at ReasonablePrices.
Wearing, A Bosman, W. Boggs, took to themselves wings and flew away,
Mrs.
M.
R
Merritt
has
had
a
second
stroke
of
and IV Breyirian, who have placed but still, like his blessed master, he is goWe keep everything kept in Holland,Mich., Nov. 25, 1887.
themselvesunder the instruction of ing about doing good. Although more paralysis and Is at Holland being attended by Dr.
Mabbs.
a first-class store and it
Mrs. LoVejoy, an expert guitaristof than four score years have sealed his Peter SUgenga is sick again. The old gentleIf you have lost your pockGrand Rapids,
Rapids who comes here one brow, yet with his brush he is beautifying man StegengaIs quite feeble at the home of his
is no trouble to show
etbook, you will listen to any
day each week. TwP more pupils
pupi
the house of the Lord. The forty guests, son, A. P. Stegenga.
our stock.
one who can tell you how to
can be admitted to flic
ie class/
ofass/ Ar- the easy chair, the welcome purse, and
Our Februarythaw caught a had cold Tuesday
WM. VERBEEK. get it back. If you have lost
' rangemenfs can bo madb with the the sumptuous repast, upon the birthday night, bringing themerenrydown from up among
n. Hand, Mich., May 19, 1887. 10-lyr.
present members/ Te/ns Are fifty referred to seem to reiterate the language the twenties, where It had been most of the time
your health,— which is more
for a week, to four degrees above zero Wednesday
cents per lessoi^oncyTessgl) a week, of the wise man when he says, "The
morning,
precious, — listen to us.
which will be^gi very at pupils’ resi- hoary head is a crown of glory, if it be
The weather during the first eight days of FebMedicines can do nothing
dences if desired.
PAT.
ruary, 18St>: 1st to 6th, cold and stormy ; 7th and Cannot Choke a Horse.
found in the way of righteousness.”
but check disease; they act
8th, warm and pleasant: on the 3rd the mercury Adjusts Itself to any Horses Neck.
Nixk of Holland City’s fairest and
A Fhikxd.
reached 23 degrees below zero. First five days of Has two rows of Stitching,
negatively,
positively.
most handsome young ladies, taking
Will hold Hames In place.

Mr.

this

FURNITURE STORE

Wm.Verbeek

WORK

CUSTOM

A

'

MNEB

COLIAR

if

not

February, 1S87: Cold wind without storm; 6th,

A8K YOUR HARNESSMAKER FOR THEM.

once.

*500

REWARD

return the

young men were

served

Ottawa Station.
Our school

bell

urday.

Boond. The “boys” say that the
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proposition is to secure an appropriation for the survey of a ship
canal route from this city to Black

Lake at Holland. The distance is
Jess than twenty-five miles, and it is
believed that a route can be found
which requires no deep cut.— GVcrotf
Rapids Democrat.

The stockholders have, with commendable enterprise, purchased an
elegant narior grand piano for the
Opera House. It arrived last Saturday and an informal musical
soiree was held in the bouse in the

A

trict

Goodrich’s orchestra was present
and rendered a few numbers which
were interspersed with piano solos
oy Mr. Chapman, of Friedrich Bros.,
of Grand Rapids. The verdict of
all present was complimentarvto
the piano, and also to the stockiiolders for their display of good
taste and judgment.

on Thursday evening of last week for the pur-

meeting from September to July. A majority fa-

.

The wife and two children of Alexander Stone
have returned to Indiana to epeid a few weeks
visitingwith relativesthere. Mr. Stone will follow as soon as he can dispose of a few movable
effects. As soon as the weather moderates sufficientlyto assure comfortable travel they will go to

Kansas with the design
permanent home.

of

concerned, for

on Wednesday

-last

G»ty Attorney Diekeraa received

time, as witnesses against him, and many of
a man, seemingly so well informed

wonder bow

without bringing seiiousalarm to the unconverted,
are not able to trace or give the real cause of
our presence and personal attention

In the matter being prevented by a severe attack
of

iteelxed latt week.
Belle Robinson is cffiicted with neuralgia end

Clarence Northup

is

sonal abuse by church members, hence this excontrolled and

spoke under the influence of four different spirits
during the evening, each showing au individual

and tone of voice,
official notice from Circuit Court which In no respect correspondedto that of the
Clerk, Geo. I). Turner, that the bill medium. The first spirit representeditself to he
of complaint in the case had been that of a bygone preacher. lie expressed great

cases out of ten

it

must benefit

The quality of our curative
agent is proved by the success
in our business during the last

ject of

DRS.

HEALTH,

if

you

will

STARKEY & PALEN,

51-4t.

clash

and ape

and

Portland styles. They

must be

all

of

disposed of before

make room

Goods.

for Spring

Mr. Fraylic,of Grand Rapids,was in.townMon-

Call early

and get a good first-classcut-

day looking after financial interests
Mrs. Carlos Nlverson bus been suffering from

ter or

Philadelphia, Pa.

both the Swel

Spring in order to

cpnllned to his bed with a

sleigh for

little

money.

0. E.

YATES. M. D„

peculiarity,in attitude,style,

Nothing of a very etching nature seems to
•cctir here. No public amusements or entertalulents. No neighborhoodquarrels or lawsuits.
\'e are eageri?waiting ind watching for somet ling to turn up so tbatjwe can compare notes
ith oui brother and sister correspondents

OBSTETRICIAN.
Hcllhnd, Mich., Jan. 20,

differentphases and conditions of spirituallife,in

_

1888.

52 4t.

Chloroform or Ether),

Just Received Administered whenever reA

quested by patients.

Laiffe Stock of

DRESS GOODS,
Flannels, Blankets,

$

49-8’.

S,

o

YARNS, FUR CAPS,

Societies.

which it was made to appear that all were net
equally well pleased or happy. Yet while many
F- & A. M.
were io, others were much lower iu the scale
A* Regular Communicationof Unitt Lodoe,
owing
to excess in grossnessor other defects of
officials have won all their points
’o. 191 F. A A. M„ will he held at Masonic lUll
they will extend the right hand of their spiritualnatures. Those who were given to olland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday
enings,Jan. 25. Feb. 22. March 21, April 25,
slander and lying concerning their neighbors were
fellowship and offer to do every- particularlynoticeable in this respect. Another
ay 23. June 20, July 18, August -15, Sept. 19,
17, Nov. 14, Dec. 12. St. John.s days June
thing that is reasonable to end the of the controllingspirits represented himself to he !4't-and
Our Stock of
December 27th.
of
African
descent,
and
was
very
jovial
and
comA. Hunti-et, W. M.
difficulty at once. This thing has
already been carried too far and it municative. We embraced this favorable oppor- ). Brrymax, Sec'y.
should now he stopped, if in no tunity to ask a few questions and make inquiries
K. 0. T. K.
concerning the Infernalregions aud Its surroundother way, then by generous conces- ings, as we are frequently given io understand Crescent Tent. No. 63. meets in Odd Follows
iall at 7:80 p. m., on Monday nfght next. A full and complete and kept fresh by
sions to he made by the victorious that all our future iutercstsand business transac- Ul
Sir Knights arc cordially Invited to attend,
frequent invoices.
officials.
tions will eventually center somewhere in that
beapest Life Insurance Order known, “nil
irtitulars given on application.
locality. We were particularlyanxious concerning
C. D. Wise, Commander.
A Birthday Surprise.
the fate of the rich man and bis associates,where
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
W. A. HoLLir, R. K
the rack, the stake, and every other conceivable
Holland, Mich., Oct 15, 1887.
Monday, February Gth, 1888, was ibo means of tortne arc used for their benefit, while
81st birthday of Ezra E. Aunis, formerly a happy millitudc engaged with the harp are
Mffvtijsnucntis.
Has revolutionized ihe world
during the last half century.
of Chicago, but for nearly twenty years a standing at no great distanceaway enjoying the
Not least among tho wonders
scene. But wc were assured that thiawasall a reir* exist in thous
of inveativoprogress is a
resident of Holland, and it was with deui are surpassedby method and system of work that can be performed
ligiousfancy, and the result of an Impropereduca_ ___ tho
.... ---------marvels of Invention. Those all over Inc country without separating the work
light that a company of friends surprised tion. We do not intend to vouch for the truth of
who are In need of profitablework ers from their homes. Pay liberal;any one can
aod helped him celebrfite it. More these stalcmcnts.We simply place the result of
t can be done while diving at home should at
do the work; either sex, young or old; no special
scud their addrestto Halictt & Co., I’ort- ability required. Capitalnot needed; you are
than fifty-eight years have passed since he our Investigationbefore the reader as worthy of a
, Maine, and receive free, full information startedfree. Cat this out and return to us aud wc
nave himself iu covenant relationto God, littleintelligentreflection, as a help to better eneither sex, of nil i ges, can earn from $5 to will send you free something of great value and
able them to selecta theory or belief of a future
per day and up wan s whereverthey live. You IniTortanceto you, that will start you in business,
and united with the Methodist Church. condition from among the thousand and one,
started free. Cajltil not required. Home which will bring you in mord money right away
have made over $50 lu k single day at this work. than anything else In the warld. Grand Ou'fl
More than nine teen years since he became at present are found to prevail. "Andrew
All soccer J
.ddressTri
free. Address
True & Co , Augusta,Maine.
j

ANESTHETICS,
f

Died:— Saturday creniig at 10 o’clock, at the
ome of 8. McCall on Ihq "Eastman place,” Mrs.
anborn, an aged ladyjbclngabout seventy-six
dismissed and he was requested to regret on account of the misleading and erroneous
ears old. She had bee mi n apparent good health,
opinions ciitertainedwhile hereon earth, many of
file his decree. The city attorney
which were pointed out, ami used as a warning to xcept an occasionalattack of heart trouble,
says that the result is simply a vie* those who might desire to walk in the light. A
bich was finallythe c^use of tier death, until
torv for the city in every point. It large portion of the lecturewas devoted to scien- weaty-flve minutesof hjr demise. The funeral
is difficult, at this time, to say tificmatters, which, with an exception or two, as as held at the house onfMcnday at 10 a. m., Rev.
1 has Norton officiating. "Crank. ’’
whether the Township Board will far as we were able to judge, were rcmaikablycorrect. (Julie a graphic account was given of the

JPPeal the case to the Supreme
Court or not. The result is taken
very quietly by both sides and it is
to be hoped that now the city

!

send your address.

1

;

lerrlit,will II In veFy pooriTealih,
Wc were permitted by special invitation a fe
Is in Holland under the hare of Dr. Mabbs.
nights ago to form a link In the chain of a spirt
Mrs. Ed. Buxton, of Grand Haven, was with
ualistic circle lormed at the home of J. M. Fello _
where Samuel Smith of Fruit port an old-time ac her sister, Mrs. Win. Plfrce, ever Sunday.
quaintance and friend, was speaking medium
The good sleighing is being well Improved by
The number presentwere composed of relatives citizens in this vicinity. Piles of logs ate being
and friends,there by invitation .Mr. Smith at- put into ihe old mill jard, and also at Van Dyke’s
temptedformerly to make Lis It.. ires public here, portable mill one-ball mi!c south.

The medium wa^

I

neuralgia of the stomachfor several days.

rheiynatism.

clusive form.

*

dl’V OP

The cutters have the paten

•‘Crank."

bad cough and hemorrbige

reclaiming the backslider that has gone astray.

this failure,

close.

1 .

1527 and 1529 Arch Street,

NellieTrumble, of West Olive, visited the Itol

progress here for some time, have come to a close

^

’

paper, OP top

StOVG WOOu.

|

ffrencc with our right to a place In Abraham's

inson’s last Saturday.

The scriesof revivalmeetings,which have been in

m

tbiiuksfor hla charitablejudgment of us and his

will

)W

* K 1
lUlDgS.
^ !...
I1 i
^ ^
L
liV 110 DOSSlbllitV
CRH
it

you.

cordial invitation to conferenceand non-lnter-

bosom, wc

X?X gTI
vX Tl
XL.

eighteen years. Investigate,
and you will not hesitate a
T
moment. We will send free
1
fop CasL UOod some of our books on the sub-

COST

as
a f

makint that Slate their nervous trouble.

hut was compelled to give It up on account of per-

‘That bridge difficulty” is at last
settled as far as Judge* Arnold

to
them Sell AT
on

concerning bis influencein so weightya matter
the loss or salvationof an Immortal eoul. With

vored such a change.

evening attended by fully seventy- We
people.

pedal school meeting was held in this dis-

"

a stock

,i
Western

poae of changing the time of holdingiia annual some points can be so blind,or willfnllycareless,OlldOPSOd

or

bye of our music loving

f

Xl

]^now tw0

W harm you. Second,
O ..... .1 L
In nine

Sleighs:™ Cutters

wr

X

%
»».
_ of
mi

t

in the form of an angel of light, clothed pills, 25c. For sale by all druggists.Beware of
___
_
__ _____
____ t.
«nri n* »
mi. ______ >
I
the garb of self-rlghteonsness.
championingthe counterfeitsand Imitations.The genuine mann- rlTSt,

i.

°U

do you hesitate to join
U° >
W J.0111

mFoTK X/
do

co

HUT ail; I V' V/ XvA

About six Inches of additional snow appeared causeof
of morality,
morality, virtue,
virtue, reason,
reason, and
and common- |
r^Ch^o^.r’881^ C°-’ ^
young ladies gave them a lesson in this week, with an canal proportion of rough cause
sense, against Godliness, faith, and humility. But
“entertaining company” which they weather.
then he owned that he was only mortal. That
will profit by.
Mrs. Pe'.ite'a two children are recovering from makes him out worse than anything we had named
the measles, which they have been having lately him, so we cannot see the need of any further ex1 he Board of Trade directors at
planation on our part. If a man wishes to put
in a mild form.
its meeting last Tuesday evening
himself on a level with a hog, why, we may as well
John S’inkemulder and wife, who are living at
unanimously adopted a resolution
let him grunt it out with the rest of them, I supJenlaonville this winter, were visitingrelatives
pose. Now ‘Andrew’’ desires us to furnish some
urging Congressman Ford to use his here on the first of the week.
reliableproof of our statements concerninghim
I
quite
of
influence to secure an appropriation
C . L. Waffle and wile drove over to Spring Lake
Certainly we have all the people in the country,
.
from the present Congress for a sur- on Monday and paid a visit to Capt. J. McClure
who are right minded and in a proper attitude ^ OMl
Oleigliq and
vey of a waterway from Grand and wife of that place. They stayed all night and
toward God and man, who have read his infamous, I rjuttePS OM llftTld udlicll
wHl
Rapids to Lake Michigan. The drove back home in the storm on Tuesday .
sacriligious,blasphemous articles from time
UtIS UU I,aim "TllCil
Will

nr

”

Why

^SSKpSes
i
.lent
J
iI

—

And Satan appeared unto u. through In.
In

tality.
!

W o will pay the above reward for any case of
cornet nt? S

Mr!

with refreshmentsat the residence
of Mr. II. Boone, by the Misses

They cannot build up your
etltli or bring back your
M';i, >• renew your vi-

NjM* Genuine unlesistamped
with our " Trade Mark."

advantage of the fact of its being
7th, 8th, rained, taking off the enow, but leaving
To Rent !
leap year, invited their “best felplenty of water.
I have three desirablehouses to rent.
lows ’ to join them in a sleigh-ride to Apply at
We have had the pleasure of inspecting three of
J. C. Pom>
the fine herd of Durham cattle, recently bought !u
/eeland on last week Friday evenl-3t.
Medina county. Ohio, by Thos. Watson aud
ing. It is needless to say that a
brought hero last week by Chas. Brown, his
good time, in its fullest sense, was
brother-in-law.
Although me ih/eo^d liy
OUT AROUND.
enjoyed by all participating.On the

G.

Van Pntten &

Sons.

-GROCERIES-

Van Duren

Bros.

DEALERS IN

BOOTS,
SHOES,
ETC., ETC.,

Always have

a large assort-

ment of Goods on hand.

We make

a Specialty

of Custom

Work.

Invention

UUl

-REPAIRINGNeatly aud promptly executed.

VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors

cas*. of Post-office.

Hollao.d Mich., April

13,

1887.
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CrumbB.

cars, they Invariably say that they re-

tives and machinery of said second party,
2toil
ceived the most courteous treatment at the at its ensine house, except the filling of
locomotive tanks, which It ia understood
Other M titter s of Interest Concern- hands of the officials.
and agreed wHl be done from stand pipes
ing the Metropolisof the
Ohio wo and Wert Michigan Saliva?.
I think I have given you about enough in connectionwith tank, as provided for
Northwest.
Taking Effect Sunday, Oct. 2, 1887.
for this issue so will desist.
in agreement entered in April lllb, 1885.
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 7, 1888.
for the term of five years, consideration
H. P. 8.
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
$150.00 per year, in quarterly yeayiy inEditor News:— Well the carnival, the
—
Nl't
TOWNS.
Do you suffer with chilblains?— I certi- stallments.— Approved. Yeas: Carr, De
most importsnt event of the year, In this
Mall Exp. Exp. Mix.
Merell, Steketee, Kramer, Kulte and Van
fy tb the prompt relief obtsioed from the
section ot ihe country, has come to a close
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
use of Salvation Oil for chilblains,and do Ark, 6; nays, ucue.
Holland .............10 00 1 15 Hi 00 4 45
and the City of 5t. Paul, which one week not hesitateto recommend it as the best
Council adjourned.
Grand Junction ..... 1130 205 i oe 8 05
ago harbored from 50,000 to 100,000 cure I ever
IL Hood,
ganger ............... 11 52 2 17 1 21 9 20
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Benton Harbor ...... 1 20 3 00 2 25 1200
749 W. Pratt St, Baltimore, Md.
—
—
strangers within Us limits dally, has once

Carnival

VAN

PUTTEN, O. * SONS. General Dealers In
Dry Good*, Grocerlea, Crockery. Hats and
Capa, Floor, ProYlalona,etc. Rlter atreet.

j

v

txtnkkman.

r. *».. proprietorof the Phoenix
Cheap Caah Store and dealer In General
Merchandise, cor. River and Tenth etreeta. .

JL.

-

-

>

WISE J., dealerIn Notlona and Fancy Goode,
Alao Hair Work. Eighth atreet opposite
CUT HaII.
Furniture.
If EVER,
ITI kinds

tried.

ing to that effect'. Whether
financialsuccess or not

ence with the people

north end of Lot No. 1, Block No. 38, for
building material.— Granted, subject to
dlflerprovisions of ordinance regulating same.

has been a

it

makes no

of St.

Paul. When

they contributed their $150,000 to carry
the project into effect, they contributed

it

uary: The names of those not absent are
William Balgoeu,Albert Borges, Bertie

p.m. p.m. am p.m.

........ 11 35
Benton Harbor ....... 1230
Bangor ............... 1 45
Grand Junction ...... 2 05
Holland .............8 03

carnival medals, lithographs,

and

Paul within three years, and cen-

I/- ANTEKS R. & SONS, dealerain general hardIY ware, steam and gaa fittingsa specialty.
No. 52 Eighth street.

a.m.ip.m.lptm.lp.m.
9 0U 10 30 11 00 5 15
Zeeland ..............9
11 42 5 56
Grand Rapt da

.......

1

[Holland ..............9

|
I

f5
6

80 6

m.

905

10

Recommenda-

DER VEEN, E.. dealer In stovea.bardware, cutlery, etc. Tin and ahect Iron ware.
Corner River and Eighth atreet.

v

pITY

15|ll 50[ 6 10

9 53

olland .......... ...,|

VAN

Hotels.

42
50M

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
1»m. p.m. a.m.tp.m. p.

HOTEL. Geo. N. Williams,Proprietor.
\J The only flrst-claaa hotel In the city. Ia located In the buslneis center of the town and has
one of the largest and beat sample rooms In the
state. Free bus In connection with the hotel.
T>ncENIX HOTEL, Jas. Ryder.

rand Raven ....... 11083
30j 6 50
9 45
‘crrysbnrg....... {,.|1C4
3 47 « 40| 6 56
9 50
luskegon , 3rd stroet|ll05 4 15 7 1M 7 35 10 15

Proprietor,located near depot of C. <fe W. M. R’y. A well
apportioned Hotel. Rates reasonable.

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

Liver? and Sale Stables.

1

1

p.m.lp.m. p.m. a.m. p.tm
uskegon,3rd atreet 1
errysburg .......... 0
rand Haven ........ 0
olland ..............8

50 12 10
13 12 32
20 1235
00 1 10

7
8
8
8

55 8 43
15

90J

80 9 03
55 9 45

10
10
in
11

TT

13

43
48
35

ARRINGTON,R.

J. Jr., proprietor of Hoiland City Sale and Exchange Stable. General teaming done, cor. Market and Seventhats.

XX

Manufactories,Mills, Shops, Etc.

ROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
I olland....
I llmore. .
L amllton .
A Began. ...

"ioi .

320
8 30
4 03

hi

...

TM-IBMAN.

j.. Wagon and CarriageManufaclory and blacksmithshop. Alao manufacturer of Ox Yokca. River atreet.

X?

M

TTOLLAND CITY BREWERY,

A. Self, Proprletor. capacity of Brewery 4,000 barrels,
for. Maple and Tenth streets.

IX

..... 11045

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

£

a.m. p.m.
......... 8 35

I

a.rfi.

Filter, proprietor, manufacturerof Staves
and Headings.White and Hack Ash Bolts bought.
River Street.
I

00 11 25
5 35 12 15
5 43 12 30
5

/

IX

Mills,

The Century for February.

tion ordered to be carried into effect.

G.

CHURCHILL

L. T. Ranters, General Manager. WindTanks, etc., a specialty.

TTUNTLKY A., Practical Machinist, Mill and
IX Engine Repairs a specialty. Shop on
Seventh street, near River.

W. A. GAVETT. Am. Ocn. Pans. Act.
CARPENTER. TrafficManager.
F.

1

TTOLLAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Canada.

/ W. A.

TOLLAND CITY STAVE FACTORY, Joseph

Mix

Ill train-* run by Central Standardtime,
rickets to all point? In the United State* and

J

of St.

3 05

Balgoen, Annie Appledoorn,Albert Bek- H ,mitlon ......... 926
F Imorc ............. 35
man, Bessel Brumer, William Balgoen, U Hand .............993)
600 10 57
p ni
Albert Borzes, Bertie Bekman, William
Daily. All other trains dally except Sunday.
Bekman. Rosie Coster, Sophia Ellen,

The Street Commissioner reported for
drew Westerhof.
nirs. Thus it will be seen that the carni- the mouth of January, 1888.— Filed,
E. F. Stanton, TVrfJ
itfur.
The Director of the Poor recommended
val is nothing but a huge advertising
that each of the several families aided by
scheme for St. Paul, and that it has turned
the City of Holland, from its poor lund,
To create au appetite,and give tone to
out to be a very profitableone can best be
be furnished three cords of stove wood the digestive apparatus, use Ayer’s Sarsaillustratedby the fact that there has been and that the City Marshal be instructed to parilla.
an increase of 100,000 in the population furnish and deliversaid wood at a cost to
not exceed $1.50 per cord.—

Hardw&re.

1210

FROR GRAND RAPID8 TO HOLLAND.

(

Walter Estelle, Mary Knutson, Garrit
Estelle, Mary Knutson, Garrit Kumper,
Wirtie Lockhart,Katie Van Lente, Fred
Van den Beldt, Lucy Van der Heide,
Ande, An*

Flonr>

m

"
“
“

souve-

CO., Mahnfactureraof
Proprietor! of Standard Rotler Mills. Dally capacltr,300 barrels.

..

«

p.
p.m a.m. a.m. p. m
Holland .............. 3 05 900 t4 45 9 50 6 10
Zeeland ............. 3 13
4 56 10 00 6 35
Grand Rapid# ........ 3 55 9 45 5 45 10 40 8 10

M. De Fey ter, eateryae et. com ............. |75 00

the dif-

TXTAhSH, DE ROO A

45
7 50
11 10
4

Mali. Exp Exp. Exp. Fr’t.

The following bills were presented for telle, Walter Estelle, Lena Marcus, and
payment, viz:
Tina Marcus. Of those not absent or tar-J

senting the semi-monthly report of the
Director of the Poor and said committee,
ferent clubs and are expectedto swell the
recommending $39.50 for the support of
parades which occur nearly every after- the poor for the two weeks ending Febnoon or evening. Virtually the only ones ruary 22nd, 1888, and having extended
who directlyrealize any money out of Ihe temporaryaid to the amount of $3 85.—
Allowed and warrants ordered Issued on
project are the hotel and boarding-house
the city treasurerfor the several amounts
keepers, the saloons, and the venders of as recommended.

members of

6 '0 12 10
7 00 1 05
7 53 0 50
807 3 12
9 00 435

p.m. a.m. p.m.

p tn

Jacob Flieman. drayage .................... 75 Fred Kooyers, Willie Kooyers, Garrit
—Allowed and warrants ordered issued
merchants devo.tetheir time to entertain- ou the city treasurerfor the several Kooyers, Ida Johnson, Keka Bidding,
Gertie Bidding, Mertio Welsh, Lora
ing their country customers who invari- amounts.
The Committee on Poor reported pre- Welch, Eva Ellen, Mary Deur, Fannie
ably come to town during the carnival,
while their clerks are

Uuflaio

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS

Beckman, Albert Beckman, Howard Es-

completelyparalyzed, the

Flour Xilll.

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
Chicago ............ 9 00 ? 55 9 10

H.Stpp,
etty clerk ...........37 50 dy: Reka liiddlng,Ida Johnson and Lucy
with the expectationof receiving no Geo.
Edw. Vaupell, *• city marehal ...... WIG
Van der Heide. The names of those who
city treasurer ...... 23 91
pecuniaryreturns beyond the advertise- Wm. Verbeek,
Geo. H. 81pp.
directorof the poor. 10 00
drew
cards for good behavior: Johnnie
ment that the carnival gave the city F. Van Ky. five weeks as night police .......40 00
H.
Vanpell,
9K
cords
store
wood
for Connell
Van
der Heide, Lizzie Van der Heide,
abroad, and they are thoroughlywell satroorta ...................................13 87
Gertie
Van den Beldt, Mary Van den
isfied that this object has been attained. C. Ploggcnhocf, shoveling enow from roofs
ofeity hulldlnge .......................
150 Beldt, Fred Von Lente, Bennie Plasman,
From a business point of view the mer- C. J. De Roo, expeneee and fare to 8t. Lonie
and return ................................5 80 Tina Marcus, Josie Peterson, Jacob
chants lose rather than make money, for
J. A. Ter Vrce. city team work .......... 15 8G
during the ten days that the festivities H, Vanpell, paid one poor order ............. 3 35 Kapoan, Ale Kamper, Nellie Knutson,
last business is

y

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
New

all

W.,dealerln Furniture,Wall Paper,
Picture Frames,HouseholdDecorations and
Novelties.Eighth Street

Buffalo .......... 2 45 400 3 40 3 10
Chicago ............. 555 6 40 6 40

"what

CO., Dealera in

VERBEEK,

New

Wonderful Cures.
fine chisel could ever yet cut
The Ice palace grounds, which can be breath!" and yet a bard vexing cough is
W. D. Hoyt & Co., Wholesaleand Recut all tu bits with one bottle of Dr. Bull’s tail Druggists of Rome, Ga., say: We
seen from my window as I write, look
Cough Syrup, the favorite.
have been sellingDr. King’s New Discovdesolate enough. The $40,000 ice palace
ery, Electric Bitlere and Bucklen's Arnica
stands alone In all Its glory and the only
l<>mouL.|
Salve for four years. Have never handled
animate beings in sight are a few small
remedies that sell as weH, or give such
Common Connell.
universal satisfaction. There have been
boys, who either stand gopping up at the
Holland, Mich., Feb. 7tb, 1888.
some wondertul cures effected by these
lofty towers, or are searchingaround in
The Common Council met in regular medicinesiu this city. Several cases of
the snow fcr undischargedpieces of firesession and was called to order by the pronounced Consumptionhave been enworks that cut no figure in the $10,000 Mayor.
tirely cured by use of a few bottles of Dr.
pyrotechnic display.
Present: Mayor McBride, Aldermen h.iag’8 New Discovery, taken in connection witb Electric Bitters. We guarantee
Carr, De Merrell, Steketee, Kramer,
Of course everybody says that the carthem always. Sold by Yates & Kane’s,
Kulte, and Van Ark, and the Clerk.
Holland and A. De Kruif’s.Zeeland.
nival was far more of a success this year
Minutes of the two last meetinzs were
than either or the two that preceded it,
read and approved.
The followingis the roll of honor of
although the carnival managers are not as
P. II. McBride requestedpermissionto
the
Visscher school for the month of Janyet In a position to make a financial show- place stone on Eighth street opposite the
again assumed its normal appearance.

BROUWER A

of Furniture, Curtain!, WaU Paper,
Carpets, Picture Framee.etc.;River St.

TTUNTLEY, JAS.,

Arcmtcct, Builder, and Contractor. Office In New Mill and Factory on
River streti.

Station Acent.

IX

TT EY8TONK PLANING MILL. J. R. Kleyn,
IV Proprietor,Architect and Builder,dealer lu
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, and Brick, Sixth atreet.

gusinrsjj JUrcrtory.

PHOENIX PLANING

MILL. B. L. Scott,
proprietor,dealer In lumber,lath, shingles,
G. J., Attorney at Law. Collections and brick. River street.
promptly attended
Office. Van der
'T'HRCAPPON & BKHTSCH LEATHER CO.,
Veen’s block. Eighth street.
tanners of Hemlock slaughter Sole, Harnaas,
IT'AIRBANKS.I , Justice of the (Peace. Notary Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapldi.

Attorneysand Justices.

TVBKRMA

M

X

to.

X

X

trally located business and residence prop-

Public,and PensionClaim Agent. River 8t.,
The City Marshal reported the collection
A delightful essay by James Bussell near Tenth.
rp.VKKKN ADR 8PELDKR, Manufacturors of
Carriages, Wagons, Cutters. Blelgha. Sole
in the month of January, 1888, ot $259.59
Lowell, on Walter Savage Landor, is one
of IXL Patent Wagon. Special attention
dred to four hundred per cent in value in water rent money.— Filed.
T)OST. J.C., Attorney and Counsellor at Law. owners
to Honteahoelug
and Repairing. Rlvor atreet.
of the many features of the February CenOffice: Post's Block, corner Eighth and
the same period. Now I only give
The City Clerk reported the collection
Rlvei streets.
tury. It is accompanied by a frontispiece
rPE ROLLER. HEIN. Builder and Designer of
these detailed facta and figures to of $202.00 city license money.— Filed.
all kinds of Bnlldlngs. Office on River atreet.
portraitof Landor, and a collectionof bis
Bakeries.
The City Clerk reported bonds of the
demonstrate what spirit and enterprise
R.AALTK, H., dealer In Farm Imple
before unpublished letters to Miss Mary
TTLOM.C. Jr. dealer In Bakers' Goods, Conamong the citizensof most any commu- following named persons to engage In the
menu and machinery. Cor. River and
business of keeping billiard tables and Boyle, revealing bis interestingpersonali- I> fectlonery. Forlegn Fruits,Tobacco and Ninth Streeta.
nity can accomplish.It is not only as other tables for sport, hire, cbar;c, or reCigars. Blom’s new (dock. Eighth street.
ty, and his opinions on ait, politics, etc.
VAN DER VKN, J. M.. Manufactoroa the beet
respects the carnival that this spirit and ward, approved by the Mayor and on
Theodore Roosevelt writes, also in a /TITY BAKERY,.! Pesslnk A Hrn., Proprietors,
5 cent cigar made. Havanna filled. Smoke
file
In
the
City
Clerk’s
office,
to-wll:
enterprise is shown, but also in all public
\y Froih Bread and Bakers' Goods, Confection- them. For sale by all dealera.
ery.
etc..
Eighth
street.
popular
vein,
of
“Ranch
Life
in
the
Fur
George N. Williams, as principal,and E.
affairs, and channels of trade generally.
F. Sutton and Walter L. Williams as West,” with intimate knowledge of his
WILMS P.. Pump manufacturer, aud dealer In
v
AgriculturalImplement!of all kinds. Sooth
Bank.
Your readers, I suprose.havoread fn m sureties;E.J. Sutton, as principal, and subject, which Is largely the cowboy. His
River atreet.
George N. Williams and E. F. Sutton, as
TTOLLAND (TTY BANK, foreign and domestic
time to time the accounts that have been
sureties;Walter A. Williams, as principal, article tells just the things one wishes to XX exchange bought and sold. Collections
Merchant Tailors.
sent out concerning the carnival and have and Coruelius Blom aud Fred J. Metz, as know of the subject, aud is fully and vig- promptly attended to. Eighth atreet.
RUSSE BROS., MorchantTaDora.
kept track of what was going on so that it Eureties.—Filed.
orously illustratedby Frederic RemingBarben.
Holland,
Mica.,
Feb.
1,
1888.
will be unnecessaryfor me to fill up your
ton, who himself has had experience as a
Marble Worki.
“To the Honorable Mayor and the ComTTAUMUARTEL. W„ Tonsorlal Parlors Eighth
columns with any details or descriptions.
cowboy. Mr. Roosevelt says In conclu- 1J and Cedar sired*. Bair drcsalng promptly
mon Council of the City of Holland.
attended
to.
1YE
MK.lt
ELL
R. N.. dealer In Granite and
These accounts have, as
rule,
Gentlemen:— We, the undesignedbonds sion: "The present former stock-raising
Marble Monuments,Headstones,Tablats.
been reliable and in no respect overesti- men ou the bond of Charles Odell, con- ou the plains is doomed and can hardly
Building Work done. Eighth street.
Billiard Halil.
mated, and those who came here have de- stable of the First Ward of ihe City of outlast the present century."
Meat Markets.
Holland, hereby tender our withdrawal
TX7TLLIAM9,W. A. proprietor Temperance
parted well satisfied that they had seen all,
The
fiction
is
by
Edward
Eggleston
v
V
Billiard
Parlor,
dealer
In
fine
CTfars
and
from being bondsmen for the said Chsrles
TYIBBLE A LOZIER. Fresh and Halt Meats,
and in fact more than they expected.
Tobaccos. Cor. River and Seventh etreeta.
1 J Sausage*. Poultry. Fish, etc. Hucceesora to
Odell as constable for the First Waid of ("The Graysons"),by George W. Cable
C. Dok A Son. River Street.
The weather for the past ten days has the City of Holland lor the year of 1888, (“Au Large"), the conclusionof "The
Boots and Shoes.
for the reasons best known to ourselves,
DUREN A VAN DER VEER, Flrat
been decidedly unfavorable, so the people
Dusantes,”by F. R Stockton, and a short
TT ELDER, J. D., the cheapest place In the city
Ward Meat Market. Choice meats always
and also for the reason that some of the
say, for the carnivalfestivities.What bondsmen will remove to another place, story, “The Governor’s Prerogative," by XX l* b*»* 2*%*<a and Shoes, River street.
on hand. Eighth street, near Fish.
they like to see here is the mercury stick- and various other reasons, all of which is Octave Thanet. Miss Eggleston’s illusTTAN DUREN BROS., dealer* tn Boots and
Millinery.
shoe*. A large aseortnieutalways ou hand.
ing out of the bottom of the thermometer respectfully submitted. Signed, John trationof Mr, Britton and Big Bob" shows
E'ghth street.
Jacobs, Bondsmen on the Bond of Charles
VAN
den
BERGE
L. a 8. A CO., Millinery
with icicles on it then they are happy and
that in her we have a substantialaddition
and Fancy Goods. The oldest millinery
Odell, constableol the Fust Ward."—
Clothing.
establishment lii the city. Cor. Eighth and Cedar
active, but the mild, sloppy weather has a
to the list of illustrative artists.
Referred to the City Attorney.
erties

have

also

X

advanced from three hun-

1

X
VAN
v
V

V

a

_

U

VAN

V

V

V

contrary effect. Sunshine cr clouds, warm

The tollowin£ claims having been apThe variety of the number as above
or cold, everybody here wears fur wraps, proved by tfie Board of Water Commis- shown is in no way impaired fcy two imsioners at a meeting held February 6th,
eycn the Chinamen, fcr five months in the
portant papers to which a large number of
1888. were certified to the

year. Those that can afford it have

five

differentweights of overcoats In order to

keep comfortable, but the most of them
have just one shaegy fur coat that looks
as if it

might have been hung up on

n

limb near the Liesmau spring during the
past summer. As for the ladies they are
generally enveloped in seal-skin ulsters,
but more Irequcnlly In the cheaper grades
of plush or

astrachan. They always look

comfortable, however, even

present

a

very

if

they do not

attractive appearance.

Their terra cotta lipa, frisky eyes, and a

protuberancethat is supposedto be

a nose,

are about the only featuresnoticeable
amid the profusion of neck wraps,
etc., that

veils,

they always wear during the

severe weather. While we cannot say
•*

that the St.

Paul women are

noted for their beauty,

it

especially

can be said that

they always look healthy and vigorous.
it is surprising

how

very

satidfactorily

the railfoadshave handled the large number of people that have come

from

all di-

rections to attend the carnival. Every
line has been taxed to its fullest capacity,

and

in

some

was a difficult
sufficient number of

instances it

matter to provide a

cars fur the transportation of the crowd.

We

have circulated

around In

the hotel

among the strangersconsidersince coming here, and on every

lobbies, and
ably,

side we have beard words of praise for the

Chicago,Milwaukee and
It appears that

many

St. Paul

Railway.

of the Chicago and

Milwaukee people passed over

this

always

popular route to the northwest, and regardless of the crowded' condition of the

oil for
J.

P.

Common Couu

payment, viz:

“ -

readers will turn

“

Bcukcma, sal. a* engin’r at water work? $50 00

Winter,

•'

50 00
and 6 ft. of steam wood . 15 (X)
K. Van Den brink, 9cds and 21 ft. of stm wd, 1G 89
VVm. Bass, 4 cords and 7 ft of steam wood . 7 15
J. Bronkhorst, 9 cds aud 22 ft. of stm wd ____ 15 25
S. Johnson, 3 cords of steam wood ........ 5 25
\V. Kiel*, 9 cords and a ft. of steam wood. ... 15 97
A. Ogden, 17 cords and 7 ft, of steam wood.. 27 0G
J. Wiereeraa, 9 cords of steam wood ........ 15 75
11. Kramer.18 cords and'7 ft. ol stm wood.. 29 07
A . Koetslcr,20 cds and 23 ft. of atm wood.
. 30 25
K. Van den Burg, 5 cds and 16 fi . of stm wd, 9 30
C. D. Strong, 17 cds and 30 ft. of stm wood.. 27 16
J. Van den iieuvot,7 cds and 22 ft. stm wd. 11 88
C. R. Nichols, 4 cds and 23 ft. steam wood. . 6 82
P. Vogel. 13 cds and 18 ft . steam wood ......20 33
Kd. Lunn, 10 cords and 29 ft. steam wood... 19 08
G. W. Campbell, 4 cds and 29 ft. stm wood,. 7 87
Geo. Scott, 7 cords and 20 ft. of stm wood,. 11 29
B. Exo, 2 cords and 2 feet of steam wood ... 3 00
J . Van den Hoeve, 5 cds and 13 ft. stm wd
. 9 46
8 Boonstra, 12 cords aud 10 feet steam wood 17 39
Wm . Avety, 6 cords and 20 ft of steam wood 9 67
M. Witte vecn, 3 Cords and 31 ft. steam wood 5 95
R. Tirnmcr, 1 cord and 21 feet of steam wood 2 02
J . Esaenburg, 8 cords and 3 feet steam wood 13 54
8. Stcluburg, lOcordsand 9 ft. stearfl wood 14 39
John Cochran. 4 cords of steam wood ....... 5 60
M. Fokkema, 2 cords and 17 feet steam wood 3 79
J. Dcur, 10 cords and 14 feet of steam wood . 18 28
Mrs. Chaffee,4 cords and 17 foct steam woad 6 34
I*. Wolvert, 14 cords and 17 feet steam wood 21 79
II. Ter Beek, 5 cords and 5 feet steam wood 7 87
Jasper De Hein, 0 cords and 31 ft steam wood 12 20
F. Fairbanks, 1 cord and 6 feet steam wood 1 78
I). Munster, 4 cords and 15 ft. of ateam wood 7 56
U. Van don Brink. 21 cords and 15 ft. stm wd 37 22
J . Van Lente, 7 cords and 28 feet steam wood 18 77
1). H. Boainan,3 cords and 11 ft. steam wood 5 01
J. Van der Vusse, 8 cords and 30 ft. stm. wd 13 30
Win. Kordox, 44 cords and 20 ft. steam wood 78 09
C. 8ineuga, 4 cords and 19 iuet eteutn.wood 6 43
J

.

Kramer,

111 cords

.

.

.

.

first

of

all,

eral Sherman's study of
Strategy of the War’’— in

viz:

(1)

“The

Gen-

Grond

I>

OSMAN,

J. W., Merchant Tailor, keeps the

streets.

I>

largest stock of Cloth* and Ready-made
Clothing in city. Eighth itreot.

_

Photographers.

f.r ELLER. II.. all kinds of work In the photn.
TfOlC'T VV., Tailor Renovatingand repairing 1\. graphic line executed with care and dis-

V

clothiog a speciallycheap and good. River

street.

patch. Old pictures copyed and enlargedto any
sire. Cabinet Photos *2 00 per dor. Gallery on

News

Eighth 8t.. opp.

which there are

Commission Merchant.

office.

__

~

Physicians.

interestingcomparisonswith foreign mil-

pEACH, W. If. Commission Merchant,and
itary operations, and characterization of LJ dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest f.r ftEMERH, n... Physicianand Surgeon. Reamarket price paid for wheat. Office in Brick lY idcnce on Twolfthstreet, cor. of Market Hu
the relationof the different Union moveOffice at the drug store of Kremera A Bangs.. Ofstore, corner Eighth and Fish etreeta.
fice hours from 1 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m
ments throughout the war; and (2) The
Drugs and Medicines.
ABBS. J. A Physicianand Surgeon. Office
Lincoln History, In which the narrative
iVI at Walsh’s Drug Store. Residence,Corner
deals with the Confederate Commissioners, /CENTRAL DRUG STORK. Kremera A Banga, of Eighth and Fish streets.In house formerly oc\J Proprietors/
cupied by I,. Hprictsma. Office Hour#: 9 to 10 a.
the Cabinet opinions on the re-enforcem., and 3 to 5 p. m.
pvOESBURO.J.O.
Dealer
In
Drug*
wnd
Med!ment of Fort Pickens (given from unpubLJ clncH, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Toilet Artl- ITTETMORE, J. 1) . Homeopathic Physician
lished MSS.), and Lincoln’s tussle with cles and Perfumes,Imported Havana,Key West, \V and Surgeon. Office Hours: 10.30 a. tn. to
12 m., 2.30 to 4 p. m., and 7.33 to 9 p. m. Otlce:
and DomcsticCIgars.
Seward, in which it was decided whether
Upstairs in Sutton's new building.
1

.

the Secretary of State or the President QCllOUTEN, F. J., M. I)., proprietor of First
Ward Drug Store. Prescript Iona carefully
should rule the country.
compounded day or night. Eighth (treat.

\TaN

TTTAL8H, HEBER,

Our

itarhrts.

VV

full stock of

Druggist and Pharmacist;a
goods appertaining to the bus-

tnesa.

VATES A KANE, druggists and

,

Produce, Etc.

(WHOLISALK.)
Convchd every Friday by E. J. Uarrlrujton.)
HApples. 75c. Beans $2.30; Butter, 20c.;

streets.

|

_

Eggs. 20c: ltoney,9to 10c; Onions, 70c; Potatoes

dealer in Dry Goods. Fancy
Goods, and Furnishing Goods, Eighth street.

_

TJOOT A KRAMER, dealer
13 ttons, Groceries, Flour,

in Dry Goods,

O

'•Rose Bud Saloon’’
and dealer In liquorsand cigars. River street.

D

BOWN, P.,

No-

dealer iu liquorsand cigars of all

kinds. Eighth street near River.

_

TTUNT It. A., dealer In Wines. Liquors, and
XL Cigars.Saloon in Flrat Ward, three doora
eaatof City H»H-

Feed, etc., Eighth

Grain, Feed, Etci street next to Bank.
(WHOLISALK.)
/TRANDELL, 8. R., dealer In DepartmentGoods,
(Corrected every Friday by IF. II neoch.\
w.and proprietorof Holland City Bazaar,
Buckwheat, 50c; Bran. 100 lb*..95c; Barley Eighth Street.
—Allowed and warrants ordered Issued on Mcwi, $1.20, Clover soM.V ba.$&50;Corn Meal
the city treasurer (or the several amounts W cwt. $1.15; Corn, shelled — ,50c. Floor, jy: JONGH.C., dealer in Dry G^s, Grocenrs,
$4.20; Fine Corn Meal, V 100 lbs..$1.40: Feed, ft
as recommended.
ton *22.00; Hay, 10® $12; Middlings. |i 100 lbs., street opp. Union School building.
The Board of Water Commissionersrc: 95c; Oats, 81cts.;Pearl Barley, $ 100 lbs., $0,00;
Rve, 50c.: Timothy Seed, $2.50; Wheat, white, TYE VRIES D., dealer In General Merchandise,
ported an agreement between the City of
SO:; Red Fultz. 78c: LancasterRed, M); Corn, IJ and Produce. Fresh Egg* and Dairy ButHolland, Michigan,party of the first part, ear, 5c.
ter always on hand. River street, cor. Ninth.
BITAIL.
and the Chicago and West Michigan RadBuckwheat, 60c; Bran, V 100 lbs.,$1; Barley,
OTEKKTEK PETER A CO., general dealer in
way Ccmpany, party of the second part,
100 lbs., $1.35; Clover seed, H Ik., $5.00; Corn
Dry Goods and Groceries, Flour ahd Feed.
for use ot water from the Holland City Meal, V Hu tbs., $1.20; Corn, shelled.60c; Floor. The fineststock of Crockeryin city, cor. Eighth
Water Works for the purpose of supply- |4.b0 Fine corn meal. $ 100 lbs..$1.60; Feed. V and River strffetk.
ing Us locomotives, washing out the same, ton $21.00: Feed. V 100 lbs., 1.20; Hay, 14 to $15;
fAN DER flAAR, H., geuetal dea’er In fine
Middlings, v 100 fi>s.. $1; Oats. 40 cents.
and such other incidental uses as may be Pearl Barley. $ 100 lbs.. $6 00; Rye, 55c; Timothy,
Groceries,etc. Oysters in iK:a*«n. Eighth
necessary in connectionwith the locomo- seed, $2.75: Corn.car, 60c.
street.

,

Saloons.

TJLOM.C..proprietor of the

13

ERTSCH, D.,

80c.

WERT. T. U. proprietor Holland Real
Estate Agency. Property of all kinds,
thought,sold or exchanged.

V

T>

Dry Goods ai)d Groceries.

(

HKTAtt.
Apples |1.00; Beans $2.50; Buttet 22c; Eggs
22c. Honey, 12c; Onions,80; Potatoes, 90 cents.

_

booksellers.
Stock always fresh and complete, cor Eighth
and River

X

Beal Estate Agency.

_

_

_

Second Eand Store.

•

_ __

__

T) OS MAN, A. B., proprietor of Second Hand
store,and dealer In Stoves, Tinware, c»c
Eighth, street

13

Watches and

1>

Jewelry.

REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and

13 dealer In fancy gooda. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.
.

Miscellaneous.

__

T/'KPPKL,T.,

dealer In lumber, lath, shingle**
salt, land and calcined plaster. Corner
Eighth and Cedar at reels.

IY

BLOW

PAST, O

WIND OP MEMORY.

Blow part, 0 wind of memory !
I mart be calm to-night ;
What would they aay of one who bore
, The trace of grief in eight?
Acroia the lighted hall yon show
Mr mother a face to me,
Within a room “whole window! wide
Look cat upon the tea.

tion, it wai in reality something else.
evinced decided enthusiasm, and and shut out from memory the musical
Only Arthur Trevor never knew the
flow
of
the
Sunflower
River.
he was a firm believer in it; but it was
tratu
that she died for love of him.
“What is that couplet you repeat so
such an enthusiasm as was not altoHe staggered down the steps stricken
often?”
he
queried
one
day,
and
then
gether calculated to arouse his own.
mortally,but uttered no word.
He looked at her in a startled, half- her womanly instincttempted her to
He went bock to the plantation, and
embarrassed manner, and she noted the tell him all
his gentle, gray-hairedmother met him
“It
means
my
loyalty
is
above
all
look and saw that it ended^ in wonderat the door. Ere many moments had
ment at her strange, physical beauty. other things in the world,” she said,
with an attempt at a smile, which was passed she was* soothing os had been

She

THIRTY-TWO YEARS AGO.
A Memorable

Political Event

memorated

Com-

at the National

Capital

The Election of Nathaniel P. Banks as
Speaker of the House of RepA
He is living on the old plantation yei
resentatlres.
But the jasmines and roses of each summer only fill his soul with bitter sorThe group I lore grow* wider now,
row, because they remind him that she
All. all are gathered there;
Washingtonspecial.]
is dead. The flash of the river' water
'Ty father grave, my slatersweet,
Thirty-two years ago Nathaniel P. Banks
My brothers, tall and fair.
in the sunshine, the moonlight and was elected Speaker of the House of RepOb, once again to feel the hands
aroma of the honeysucklealike recall resentatives,after the most memorable
Clasp mine in love of old
his bitter loss; and he never sees the strugglefor that position ever known.
Oh. once again to pi ess the lips
smoke of the wheezy little, steamer on Wednesday night, at the olob-hoose of the
That now are dumb and cold
was
with
her
more
than
ever,
he
did
not
will and endurance. You would be
the river that it does not bring to his RepublicanNational League, the surviving
Haste on, 0 Time I and bring me there
adorable in a dress coat. What a truth- smile at every light saying of hers as
recollection the day when he first took supporters of General Banks held a reTo where they wait above
was
his
wont.
ful, candid face you have! But it is
union. Just before the eleventh ballot on
It most be sweet— it mutt be sweet,
One autumn morning they rode out her by the hand to welcome her to that day the leaders of the various factions
almost too earnest Were you ever
In that fair Land of Love.
Sunflower Bend. — Yankee Blade.
had gathered together in one of the cloakguilty of frivolity in your life? together. It was her last day. ToOh, hush ; my heart 1 1 would be calm,
morrow
she
was
going
home.
rooms and agreed to a resolutionthat whoNo grief must reign in sight
Billiards, cigars, fast horses, flirtations,
Assaultedby Monkeys.
Blow past, O wind of memory
“The old conventionalities, the old
ever should receive the highest vote on that
operas, what do you know of them? If
I must not weep to-night.
It must have been a comical sight, a
ballot should be declared Speaker. Genyou would only fall in love with me, hollow mockery,” she thought— “all
UAnna B. Bentel, t'n Boston Transcript.
company
of men chased by a pack of eral Banka had 103, and his nearest comthese
will
enter
into
my
life
iu
a
few
how you would love me, I am sure.”
monkeys, but this is the story as told petitor 100, bat three votes made ;Mr.
Trevor’s mother, clad in widow’s days. I shall miss my short, sweet
Banks Speaker. Of the 283 Represeniofreedom,
and
I shall miss eveu more—” by Capt Lawson in his “Wanderingsin
weeds, met them at the door, and weltives and 02 Senators who opened ttrt sesNew
Guinea”
According
to
his
accomed them. Her bearing, like that of she scarcely dared finish the thought.
sion of that fateful Congresson the 3d of
"I shall never forgot your kindness, count, the monkeys were the aggresher
son, was one of courtly grace and
December in 1855, only two men yet reBY J. W. T.
sors, but one would like to hear their
main under the dome of the Capitol. They
dignity. At times a slightly hesitating she said, as she turned her face to
where he rode in silence at her si(|^, side of the question before passing are John Sherman and Justin
The rattle of cordage, a wheeze, a air betrayed her distrustfulstate of
booted and spurred like a civalier of judgment
S. Morrill,
Vermont, who
|raff of smoko and the little steamer mind, which not unfrequently accom"While
marching
under some wallah were both members of the House.
old.
They
were
the
first
words
that
panies those whom misfortunes have
“Unicorn” was offl
had been spoken for a good half hour. trees we were maliciously attacked by Of the 103 men who voted for Gen. Banks
On board were two pasaeogera— tour- overtaken, and where adversity usurps
She knew there were thoughts in his a large troop of monkeys, who pelted only twenty-two are known to survive. This
ists, apparently— "bound for Trevor the place of prosperity.
Congress containedJoshua It. Giddmgs,
Her pale, quiet face bore marks of heart akin to hers. “I can never repay us with the wallah nuts and uttered Schuyler Colfax, Ansou Bur lingame. Mason
Landing,” the steward confidentially
wild screams of delight when they obyou
for it all, ” she said.
W. Tappan, Elihu B. Washburne, John
told the “niggers" as he contemptu- sorrow, but the expressionwas one of
Suddenly he chocked his horse be- served that their sudden assault had Sherman, Justin S. Morrill, and Galusha
ously called the roust-aboutsinto sanctified loveliness.
“I jes tell you ole missus was a neath a giant oak, whose broad shadow been successful. A regular volley of A. Grow; but of these only Sherman, Morwhose care the “Unicorn”wa8 entrusted.
fell across the road. Involuntarilyshe hard missiles fell about our heads and rill, and Grow remain. The other nineteen
“Mighty fine people,” he added, as stump-down beauty befo’ de wah," said
shoulders with such force that, being who survive are Sidney Dean, of Connectistopped and looked at him anxiously.
the Captain, a hardened, weather-beaten the old black butler one day to the
unexpected, we wore smitten with dis- cut; William Cumback,of Indiuua; John J.
“Ever
repay
me?”
he
repeated.
The
old man, hardly distinguishablefrom girL “She ain’t got ugly yet, neither.
words
came
hard
between
his clenched may and scrambled out of the way in a Perry, of Maine; Calvin C. Chaffee, LinMaatahgot shot iu the war and all de
his roust-abouts in color, passed by.
neus B. Comins, Chauncey L. Knapp, Timteeth— “ever repay me?” He lingered very undignifiedmanner.
The “people” thus alluded to were niggers went, and de old plantation
“Upon recovering myself I laughed othy Davis, and Mark Tiafton.of Massaon the words as if a thousand memories
Mrs. Marston and her daughter— who went to ruin too. But when young
chusetts;Aaron H. Cragin and James Pike,
were passing through his brain — “don’t heartilyat the ridiculous figure we had
of New Hampshire; O. B. Matteson, Guy
were answering an advertisement in a mastah cum back from the ’V ersity he
you know that you have repaid me a cut, on which one old fellow, who K. Pelton, Russell Sage, Fraucis E. SpinNew York paper for boarders. They took holt on things and him and me is
thousand fold? Don’t you know that seemed to be the leader of the troop ner, James S. T. Stranahan,and Edward
had written to A. Trevor in answer to going to build tne ole place up again.
your smiles— your kind words — your — ran out on a branch that hung over my Dodd, of New York; John A. Biugkam, of
•advertisementand were now almost at He don’t pear to tink ’bout nofin only
head, and deliberatelyspat at me with Ohio; James H. Campbell and John J.
don’t you know that I love you?”
theii journey’s end. Only a twenty the place— and ole missus. He treats
There
were
tears in his eyes ere the all the gravity of a human being, Pierce, of Pennsylvania. Nearly all of
her jist like a baby, and her wish is
mile trip up the Sunflower River.
words all came. Her gaze fell upon a trick that I had known a monkey to these gentlemen were present, and Gen.
“Only a few miles up, men," said the law, I tell yer. ?
Banks presided. The programme of the
The gentle-faced,gray-haired lady his face and the anguish depicted there. perform before.
Captain of the little steamer. “Wo
rennion included a dinner and afterward a
“.Stepping
baok
a
few
paces
to
get
a
The foreshadow of her going touched
receptionto Gen. Banks ut the Union
could easily see it only fur the skirt o’ said to her guests, with that soft,
letter aim at him I raised my rifle and
her
with
infinite regrel. The words he
accent which
distinguishes
the
League club-honse.
woods yonder across the bend.
. liquid
..^ -------------„
had spoken thrilled her and confounded fired. He appeared to bo killed inMst Southern pronunciation
The morning was soft and balmy. It best
pronunciation:
stantly, but sat immovable for several
“You are the first boarders we’ve her with the overwhelmingsense of a
was the fresh May-time of the year.
THE C0LBATH FAMILY.
revelation
whose
meaning
she had but seconds before his body lost its balance
The cypress trees along the river-banks ever had, but I insisted on your coining.
dimly known. She saw her fate stand- and fell
showed grim and naked through the I thought it would be a pleasure to my
“The hubbub that then set in among
ing face to face with her ; and she saw
Duth of the Only Brother of the Famson,
and
be
—
well
—
be
said
you
would
meager drapery of the gray hanging
not
the
tranquil,
propitious
fate her iis companions was fearful. They
be
company
for
me.
I
don’t
know
moss and their own scant foliage ; but
ous Vice President, Henry
fancy had depicted She saw a future lowled at the top of their voice and
over the live oaks, clad in glittering, whether we can make you comfortable,
in
the
reflected
pallor
of
his
face, seemed to become half mad with rage.
Wilson.
ailver leafage, and amid the close un- but we will do all in our power to make
miserable alike for both. Iu that mo- They again began to pelt us with the
dergrowth, trailed the yellow jasmine your stay pleasant”
nuts, and though we shot several of
[Yasaar (Mich.) special.]
The young girl thought she had ment she knew that he was dearer to
in the glory of full blossoming. The
her than all else beside ! But she would their number they refused to desist, but
Winthrop Colbath, a brother of the late
never
seen
a
sweeter
face,
and
it
grow
air was full of the odor of bud and
not let him know. Touching his horse followed us on our march, leaping from Vice-PresidentHenry Wilson, was buried
bloom. The solitary water-fowl, from kinder and would light up in a marvel- lightly with her riding whip, she turned tree to tree with great agility.
here on Wednesday. Mr. Colbath came to
his slumbrous reverie, was startled by ous way when Arthur’s name was
“At last wo wore glad to break into a Tuscola County in 18G9, and was engaged
her own in the direction whence they
the shrill whistle of the steamer, and spoken, or ho came near.
run in order to escape their persecu- in agriculturalaud mercantile pursu.ts un“He is a devoted son, my dear,” sho had come.
flew from his nest beside some pool of
til 1884, when he removed to East Sag“I am going away to-morrow, you tions, but this move was unsuccessful,
would say. “No mother could wish for
stagnant water.
remember,” sho said, and her voice had for the monkevs were quite as nimble inaw, where he died Saturday. He was a
thoughtful, earnest man, of fine native
To the young girl who stood on the abetter.”
as we were. So we were compelled to
And now a new and sweet experience a tinge of sadness, though there was no
talents, but he lacked the benefit of
deck of the little vessel, the scene was
tremor in it. "We must not quarrel submit to the nuisance for fully three an early education. The story of
one of deep interest. It was her first began for the master of the plantation
hours, during which time I received so the Colbaths, as related by Winthrop
on the eve of my departure.”
experience of the far south. The flash on the Sunflower River. In its rapid
“It beats anything dat I eber see in many blows upon the head, back, and and substantiatedby the history of
growth
of
delicionsnesa
and
joy
it
made
of the river in the sunshine, the almost
Wilson, was a
all o’ my horned days,” said the old shoulders that I became quite sore, and the late Vice-President
tropical variety of the flowers and creep- a Secondary thing of his one great purbutler to the cook, at sunset of adroar my light helmet was battered into a romantic one. The mother, daughter of
ing vines along the banks, the solemn jose; that’of building up the old planan English aristocrat, fell in love w.th and
December day as he piled a huge back- highly disreputableshape.
aspect of the moss-shroudedcypress, tation to its former self.
“At length, much to our gratification, married Thomas Colbath, a servant in her
log on the crackling hickory fire, and,
That evening he came into tea with
the sweetness of the morning air, the
through sheer ill-humor, kicked his our foes tired themselvesout and gave father’s family, and the couple fled to
America, followed by the anathema of the
shrill call of the river birds, all served a white rose on the lapel of his cordumaster’s hunting dog that lay dozing up the pursuit. But while we remained
blue-blooded Briton. They settled in Nito impress her with a sense of delight- roy coat; and there was only one left
in
sight
they
continued
to
shako
their
on her breast to kiss the dimples on the hearth. “Dat gal dat was here fists with many grimaces most express- agara County, New York, but subsequently
ful novelty.
las’ summer done gone ruin him. He
removed to New Hampshire, where JereShe was a charming creature, with of her pretty chin where there had been
followed her around while she washeah ive of defiance and a desire for re- miah, the eldest son, was born. When he
two
before.
her soft, round, little face, her piquant
was live years old a MassachusettsshoeHis sweet-faced mother noticed the and now he got to go follow her agin’ venge.
expression,and her large deep brown
maker named Wilson became acquainted
and de plantation all going to go back
A Good Cement.
likeness of the two buds and smiled,
eyes.
with the family, and persuaded them to
to waste agin and ole missis to be lef
Very often a form of cement is re- pla "e “Jerry” in his cha ge. The lad was
Nqt far off sat a dignifiedand staid faintly, perhaps in memory of a long
Tone. It jis takes de rag smak of’n de
quired around shops and mills for fill- taken to Massachusetts, instructed in the
lady whom she occasionallyaddressed gone time when he, whose portrait hung
0 , * . a ing cracks iu stone or brick work. Now mysteries of shoemaking,but giVen a modin
the
front
parlor,
and
she
would
as “Mamma.”
It was as he said. Trevor had started
factories,especially, often develop erate education withal, and finally was le“Yeh can’t fool dis niggah," said the sometimes wear twin roses from the
north in search of his lost heart.
awkward cracks between the win ow gally adopted by his benefactor, who gave
steward when he next made comment. same bush.
“It is perfect folly that I should love
Arthur Trevor was in love already.
frames and the brick walls, and during him the name, Heury Wilson.
“I knows ’em where I see ’em. Dey’s
her,” he often thought; “she is wealthy
the cold months the air entering here
from de norf. Mebbe dey’s down.heah '‘Books?” said the ol.d butler to the
and fond of society. My love could
A ROMANCE OF THE BLIZZARD.
will largely reduce the coal pile.
fur der health — or mebbe jist fur fun darkv audience in the kitchen.
not atone for the solitude of this place,
“Books?
Lord
sakes,
ef
de
gall
ain’t
Procure
a
lot
of
paint,
old
paint
if
and the summer months.”
and I never will leave it in mother’s
possible, from a dealer, the skins formThe steamer gave a shrill whistle as jist conjured him, suah! since she’s
The Happy Thought of a Farmer to
lifetime.”
come,
it’s
forebber
books,
and
de
planing on top of the paints, settlings from
it passed a bend in the river and disAnd again he would say, “It is very
Save Himself from the
tation is bein’ left in determents!sarthe bottom of paint pots, and, in fact,
closed a “landing” on the right bank.
lonely down here on the Sunflower
Storm.
any refuse which contains oil, zinc, or
“Mamma!” exclaimed the young girl, cumstancos.”
River. I never knew how lonely it was
“Yes,"
responded
the
hostler
from
other
mineral
body
may
be
used
for
the
“see, he is waiting for us ; and he is a
until she left.”
[Bloux City ilowa) special.]
young man.” And she was a picture of the chimney-corner, “and outside o’
His thoughts followed her in her purpose.
The biggest authenticated blizzardstory
dem
books
he’s
more
porticklorish
Reduce this mass, especiallyif hardjoy and eagerness as the young man’s
northward flight. His soul went in
ened from continued standing exposed of the season comes from Anrora County,
clear-cut featureswere more distin- about de bosses dan he eber was afoah.
pursuit
of her, and he said to himself
Jowa. When the great storm of Jan. 12
Dev nebber was so fed, or dey nebber
to air, to the consistency of cream by
guishable.
swept over that county, Eric Johnson, a
one cloudy December morning : “I can
has*
been
kept
so
clean,
and
’specially
soaking
in
some
cheap
oil.
Heating
may
“Dat gal's a puffect flirt, I do ’spec,”
farmer, was watering his cattlo some disstand it no longer, I must see her
be restoredto if the hard paints cannot tance from his buildings. He used his utwas the comment of the steward, as he de one Miss Marston rides.”
The girl herself saw the change in again."
otherwise be softened.
came forward to help the ladies with
most exertions to drive the cattle home,
So it was that Trevor had left. He
him,
and it flatteredher ; she saw it was
When the whole has become soft bat without avail, as very shortlythey, as
their satchels.
was on his way to her. He wondered
There were two figures on the land- her work. At the same time she be- as he sped along how life had ever been enough to be stirred into a homogene- well us himself, were exhausted. Among
came
conscious
of
a
change
in
her
own
ous mass, more oil may be added and the the drove of cattle was a very
ing and one was Arthur Trevor; the
endurable without her.
nature
scarcely
less
marked
than
the
whole worked through a sieve and then large ox, which soon became bewilother his negro cart driver. The former
Everything seemed dull and empty,
dered aud lay down to die close to
stepped down to the gangway and came alteration in him. She only laughed and he yearned to see her sweet face run through an ordinary paint mill
where Johnson was flounderingin the
joyously
when
her
mother
bade
her
A
quantity
of
common
whiting
is next
aboard the boat.
snow. At this moment Johnson, who
once
more.
to be worked into the oil and paint,
“You are just a splendidlooking fel- not to trifle with Trevor’s heart,
was making frantic efforts to save
He had never been farther north than
low, and no mistake,”thought the girl, though she thought, “He’s too honest Virginia, where his college days were much in the way as when ordinary putty UliiAOull
himself was seized with -an —inspiration
” I — ----is to be made. 'The thickness of this which impelled him q*aickly to kill the ox,
as she surveyed Trevor with an ap- for trifling." But she knew it never
spent, but he knew the number of the
putt'*, as we may now call it, should UlDC^lUUTV
disepibowel
CA him, and crawl inside. After
C
preciative glance. “Rut you do dress could be anything else, for she was
street in the city where she lived. He
not be as dense as when used for glaz- drawing the sides of the stomach together
dn a barbarous fashion ; and I wish your plighted to a man in the North.
he was completely sheltered irom the terThe days went by in summer idle- drew from his pocket-book a dainty litbair was not quite so long. I rather
tle card with her name upon it, and
When the whiting has been thoroughly rific storm by the warm carcass of the ox,
like your brown face, and drooping ness. There were horseback rides
Thursday down in the corner. He reand passed the night in safety and commustache : and your eyes are superb. ” down the river road, and moonlight membered she had said, with a joyous mixed in and the mass well worked parativ® comfort. Whenmorming dawned,
over, add a quantity of good Portland
Trevor was a tall, lithe young man excursions on the river. Thus it did smile which haunted him always ;
however, and he endeavored to crawl out
cement sufficientto bring the putty to a
with a royal bearing, full at oucc of not take her long to learn that the
of his peculiar habitation, he discovered
“But
when
you come, all days will be
touch of her garments filled him with
consistencywhich will enable it to be to his horror that the ox was frozen solid,
case grace and dignity.
alike. ”
handled readily.
his knife outside, and himself a secure
He spoke to the Captain ns he stepped delight; And if by any chance her hand
The train drew into the depot of the
When in this state, the putty may be prisoner. He kept up a shouting at interon deck and then lifted his hat to the touched his—
groat city, and he passed out through worked into cracks in brick or stone vals until 2 o’clock, when his cries were
Still, a sore struggle was waging in
ladies with almost knightly chivalry,
the throng. Entering a hack he drove
work much as ordinary putty is used heard bv parlies who were searchingfor
but with a manner in which a slight her heart, through all the rides and
to a
when allowed to sit and harden, and it his frozen body, and he was helped out of
moonlight
boatings—
a
struggle
'
beindication of cmbarraasment,was perThat day ho took great care with his
will become nearly as hard as iron, im- his bole hone the worse for his pocuhar
tween awakened conscienceand strong
ceptible.
toilet. It took him a great while before pervious to moisture and any reasoninclination.
How
conld
sho
escape
"I trust you had no trouble in getthe mirror in his room to arrange his able degree of heat.— American Culting up safely” he said. “The trip is from the .toils she had woven about
LIFE IN IRELAND.
cravat Finally he started and with no
&
rather tedious at this season of the year. herself.
difficultyfound the house. He was sur“He is so kind to me,” she would say
The late April showers, you know,
Sullivan Ready to Undergo Further ImA True Fact.
prised that his ring remained so long
swell the river. As I advised yon”— in self-communion, "and so gentle, and unanswered ; he rang again and the door,
prlioninent.
“Is the willow a native of this coun(Cable dispatch from Dublin.]
this with a faint smile, “iu response to yet”— and her thoughts would fly to
after some delay, was opened by a serv- try ?” asked Rollo. .
Ex-Lord Mayor Sullivan was greeted by
your letter. Mother and I live here the almost forgottenNorth, and to one
“Oh, no,” replied his uncle George. a large crowd on his release from Tullaant in livery.
quite alone. We have no society in the who had always been the quickest to
“Where did all our willows come more jail, and various delegations pre“is she at homo?" he eagerly quened,
neighborhood — no neighborhood,in claim her hand in the dance ; to dimlyand called her name, handing him his from, then?”
sented him with addresses. Mr. Sullivan,
fact; but are thrown quite upon our lighted conservatories, whose exotic
“From
Napoleon’s grave in St. in a speech, said that he once desired a
own resources. I’m afraid you’ll have plants exaled subtile odors, and where
Tile man looked first at him and then- Helena” replied Uncle George, with greater measure of independence for Ireiqnite a tiresome time of it"— to the was forever the faint, lulling fall of
at his card, in a staitled and confused a positive air of a historian; every last land, but now he thought that Mr. Gladjoungerof the two— “unless, indeed, water in the marble basins of tinkling
, _ willow in America came from Napol- stone’s proposals were a fair compromise,
von are fond of horseback riding and fountains. Then her troth-plight would
“Didn’t you know that she was dead, eon’s grave.” And Rollo wondered why and would unite the two nations m peace
'boating. The majority of our Southern rise before her, and she felt a vague sir? She died two weeks ago," were the Bonaparte family didn’t keep out of and good-fellowship.He urged the people to join the National League, and to
.ladle's are, I believe ; but I don’t know dread of what— she could not define.
the words that stabbed Arthur Trevor’s politics and go into the nursery busi- meet secretly if they could not meet
So she oftev hummed Jhe old French
whether in the north”—
ness.— BurdeMe.
heart like a knife.
openly. Mr. Sullivan said he was ready
“Oh, I’m devoted to out-doorexer- rhyme, uLoya* jUKeraidurantmavie,"
Yes, she was dead, the struggle.beGood company and good conversa- to undergo farther imprisonment for Ire*
cise. I adore the country. After those and she strove to be honest; to hate
tifreen loyalty and love had overpowland.
the
smell
of
Southern
hoOovsuckle;
to
tion
are the very sinews of virtue.^
jfltupid balls and receptions,and calls,
ered her ; they colled it rapid consumpforget the glory of the So* thorn moon,
4Yen Patagonia would be Paradise."

—

The young moon peeps between the p&nei
WT_. A n si
a Q •;
Upon her ailender
hands
And kiiaea tenderly a form
That there beside her standi.
1

s 1

1

She was satisfied.
“You are a giddy thing,” he was an ignominous failure. “1 have a lover
thinking, in his earnest fashion of in the North whom I shall marry some
thought “I don’t know much about day, and I sing it when I think of him. ”
The words cost her a powerful effort,
women, young or old, I thick you are
and
the blood surged to her face as she
very beautiful, but I shall not fall in
love with you. I wonder if you are a saw him turn away, with his own face
coquette? I fear you’ll fin 1 this prosy pale as death. She noticed that, ever
after, the grave melancholy of his delife of ours verv vain and empty.”
And she: “You look like a man of meanor was intensified, and though he

her wont when he was young.
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, TTE1I HD NERVOUS WOMEN.

railing cotton or the 100 whom she
drilled in the manual of arms.
How Btroagth of Nervea and Health of When the necessity for protecting
Body May Easily Bo Obtained.
the plantations no longer existed,Miss
, Wo me a are gnat snfferen from nerrone- Winsor’s company entered Colonel
neaa, weakness, nervous prostration, and exhaustion. They droop and languish under Higginson’aFirst South Carolina Regihousehold cares and work which never ends. ment with the advantage of a year’s
They retire tired and wake tired and unre- drill in military tactics. *
1

frosned; they are worn out and exhausted in
nerve and vital power, and have no strssgth
or energy.
Fortunately—and it would almost seem a
dispensationof Divine Providence to overworked humanity—there are medicines which
restore lost nerve forces, rebuild the weakened
l system and re-establish health, strengthand
' energy. These medicines,which are purely
vegetable, have been combined into a wondor/ful remedy known as Dr. Greene’s Nervura
I Nerve Tonic, which is kept by all druggists at
11 per bottle. This truly wonderfulremedy
j is without doubt the greatest discoveryof the
> century,and is the best strengthening
and invigorating remedy ever known.
, For nervous and physical exhausion,weak,
, tired and languid feelings,with no power or
ambition for exertion, it is a sovereignremedy
and absolutelycertain cure. In cssm of sleeplessness and nervous irritability its use wiil be
' followed by calm repose and natural, refreshing sleep. For nervousness,nervous debility,
exhausted vitality, despondencyand depression of the mind it is a perfeot'speoifia For
malsr.a, neuralgia, rheumatism,paralysis,
numbness, trsmbiing and insanity it is the
only positive and recognixedremedy. It never
nils to cure nervous and sick headache,weakness and pain in the back and side, palpitation
mi the heart, apoplexy,epileptic fits, hysteria,
ft. Vitus’ dance, dyspepsia, indigestion, loss
of appetite, constipation,, biliousness, kidney
and liver diseases.
Other medicines may be offered by druggists, but do not be persuadedto try uncertainties,when by the use of this wonderful
remedy you can certainlv be cured. Should
your druggistnot have Dr. Greene’s Nervura
Nerve Tonic, he will get it for you if you insist
upon having it Dr. Greene,its discoverer, ie
the great specialist in the cure of nervous and
chronicdiseases, and he may be consulted by
those using this remedy, or by any sufferer
from disease, free of charge, at his office, 35
West 14th st, Now York personally or by

:

1

SUACOBSOH

Happiness.
The foundationof happiness is health. A
man with an imperfect digestionmay be a
millionaire, may be the hnsband of an angel
and the father of half a dozen cherube,and
yet be miserableif he be troubled with dyspepsia, or any of the disorders arising from

LAWiLiVuR

PILLS.

imperfect digestionor a alnggish liver. Dr.
Pierce’sPleasant Purgative Pol lets ore the
safest and surest remedy for these morbid
conditions. Being purely vegetable, they are
perfectlyharmless.

After the dose of the war Miss
Winsor married and became Mrs. J. N.
Cushing. She went to Bnrmah as a
The man who is slow to express an
missionary and remained in that seropinion might just sb well send it by
vice for fourteen years. She is now in
freight— Loire// Citizen.
Philadelphiaas Secretary of the Woman’s Baptist Foreign MissionarySociety.
While Mrs. Cushing still feels that she
gave the best she had to give to the
Port Royal experiment, that, in fact,
her efforts there were the glory of her
life, she neverthelessrejeicesin the
prospect of a referenceof national difficulties to arbitration,and with every
other truly Christian woman, looks
with ardent hope for the day when
there will be a universal brotherhood
among the n&tlona.— Philadelphia
Preen.

Thousands of cures follow the use of
Homedy. 50 cents

XBTce's”11!^
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. ALWAY9
ASK WOE BE. PIERCE’S PELLETS, OM
LITTLE SUGAR-COATED PILLS.

NEURALGIA.

e!nf

Nerves.— Everyone of the thread-like nenree
has each n latent power to cause excruciata laxative, mlteratlvo,or pargatlvea
ing pain. the limit of which is simply the
these little Pellets give tho most perfect
limit of human endurance,and Neuralgia
satisfaction.
has a few of these fibrous torments all pulsing painfully at once.

Dr.

Sago’s Catarrh

SI HEME,

CHARACTERISTICS.

Bilious Headache,
Dizziness, Constipation, Indlaeatlon*

Subtile Pain.— Nothing is so subtile in its
Some of the beat blood in tho land runs
approach ; nothing so flagrant, acute and
through the mosquito’s veins.
distressing,and certainlynothing yet discovered so completely subdues its ravages
Consumption Hurely Cured.
and so permanently conquers its pangs as
To the Editor .'-Please inform vour readers
that above mentioned.
that I have a positive remedy for the abovenamed disease. By its timely use thousandsof
SYMPTOMS.
hopeless cases hare been permanently cured. I
Symptoms.— Neuralgia is defined to bo a
ball be glad to send two bottles of my remedy
nerve disease, the chief symptom of which
free to auy of your readers who have coueumpis an acute pain, intermitting,
which foltion if tney will send me tbeir Express and
P. 0. address. Respectfully,
lows the course of the nerve branch affected.
T. A. SLOCUM, 11. C.. 181 Pearl St.. N. Y.
TREATMENT.

Life

Natural Shades of Silk.

is half

Blltoua Attacks, and all
derangements of tho stomach and bowels, are promptly relieved and permanently
cured by tho use of Dr*
Pierce’e Pleasant Purgative Pellets*

spent before one knows Treatment.—Apply

8t. Jacobs Oil frequentgently rubbing the afflictedparts; apply
to the whole extent of the i;*rve soreness;
keep np a gentle friction until a burning
sensationis produced.

what

life is.

During the past two seasons, Mr.
Poulton lias made observations “ROUGH ON ITCH” Ointment cures Skin Huwhich prove that the silk of at least mors, Piraplee.Flesh Worms, RingWorm, Tetter,
three species of English moths is Salt Rheum, FrostedFeet, Chilblains, Itcb, Ivy
Poison, Barber's Itch. Scald Head, Eczema 50a
greatly affected in color by environDruggistsor mail E. & Wells, Jersey City,N.J.
ment at the time of spinning. The
cocoons were dark brown when the
larvae had been placed in a black bag
or among green leaves, and white MENTION THIS PAPER wu* •airi.a to .•Tonuuu.
when they had been freely exposed to ^UR-IMs jrorth i «) per pouud.^ Pettit's Eye Halve
light in the immediate neighborhood MENTION THIS fAPER wni* warn** to .•tiitmiu.

PENSIONS

THE CHARLES

WtaMI

r

VOQELER CO.. Baltimore,Md

PA8BLH8HS,™
CharJcstowa,

SOLDIERS

pun;

an

itttt Caaity. SkrawS
.SternS*r tic*. Kirfrunc* »«l

In our

Agents wanted. W best Silling articles In the world. 1 simple FREE.
Address JAY HKO.NMhN. Detroit. M.ch.
MENTION THU FAPER wan warns* to A»vaaTuaaa.

m/m

A.

DETECTIVES

“T

MONTH.

A

la

A

cases of Catarrh, “cold In the head,*’
Coryza, and Catarrhal Headache.

Sold by druggistseverywhere; 'CO cents.

_

catarrh. My family physiciangave mo up as
Incurable, and said I must die. My rase
such a bad one, that every day. towards sunset, my voice would become so hoarse I could
barely speak above a whisper. In the morning
my coughing and clearing of my throat would
almost strangleme. By tho use of Dr. Sage's
Catarrh Remedy, In three months, I was a well
man, aud tho cure baa been permanent.”

«u

MConstantly Hawking and Splltlnf^
Thomas J. Rushing, Esq., *90f pine Street,

restores oolor; elegant touic dressing. 5Uc.

itching Piles.

Symptoms— Mcisiure; intense itchingand
stinging; most at night; worse by scratching.
If allowed to continue tumors form, which
often bleed and ulcerate, becoming very sore.

Swayne’s Ointment stops the itching and
bleeding, heals ulc -ration, and in many cases
removes the tumors. It is equally efficacious
in curing all Skin Diseases.Dr. Swavno A

New

)

she was five years old, very badly. I saw Dr.
Page's Catarrh Remedy advertised, and procured a bottle for her, and soon saw that it
helped her; a third bottle effected a permanent cure. She Is now eighteen years old and
sound mid hearty.”
I prescribe and tally feG as the only
aperlflc forth, oertslncure

dora. Big

RATS,” for

mice, bugs. 15c.
“RouonowCaTARBH." Only absolute cure. 50a
“Rough ov tOBNa" Hard or soft corns. 15a
rats,

“Rough om Tootiuchk.” Instantrelief 15a
Ir afflicted with Sore Eyes, use Dr. Isaao
Thompson’s Eye Water. Druggistssell it 25a

We

Point with Pride

To the •'Good mme at home." won by Hood's Barssparill*. In Lowell, Mum., where it is prepared,there Is
more of Hood's KarsapsiiUa sold than of all other
medicines. Whole neighborhoods are taking It at tbs
aame time, and it has given the beat of satisfaction
aince ila introductionten years ago. This could not be
if the medicine did not posaees merit. If you anffer
from impure blood or debility, try Hood’a Sarsaparillaand you will realize its pec uliar curative power.
1 bad silt rheum on my eft arm three years, suffering terribly.1 took Hood’s Panaparllla,and the
aalt rheum has entirely disappesred." U.M. Mills,
71 French St., Lowell,Maas.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Bold by
by C. L

all

druggi'U.f;

HOOD

k

|3. Prepared only

CO* Lowell. Mu*.

IOO Doses
PISO S

six for

One

Dollar

CURE FOR CONSU

M

PTI 0 N

constituted 'but a small portion of her ¥T- ME Study. Secure a Busineas Education by mall
Ufrom Ubiant’s Bc-iinkm CoLLtui.Durtalo, N.Y.
labors. It is, however, possible that
UXNTION THIS PAPER warn, wuri.a n istssmass.
these duties proved her as competent
to deposit a vote as any one of the 500
AtXNTlON

_

THU PAPER wua vamae n

_

LNORA

If AM. M. D.,
Amsterdam, N. Y.
We have sold Big G for

u!

0.

D

faction.

naturalwaste el the body.

DYSPEPSIA.
DR.

.

__

D. 11. DYCHE k CO..
Chicago, II fr
Aft skirlHas TlrnwiatM
fi

RAI)XVAY'’N PILLS are a cure for this
complaint.They restore strength to the stomach
and enable it to perform its lunctions. The eymp“ro* Pa Dyspepaiadisappear, and with them tho

WHEN

li

In

bjlRy o the system to contractdisease. Take the
medicine accordingto directions,and observe whst
we say in “False and True.' respecting diet. A few
extractsfrom the many lettaru we are constantlyreceiving:
Dr.A. C. Middlebrook. Doraville.Ga.: *1 use them
in my practiceand family in pn-lerence to all oilier

WHITING TO ADVERTIHER*,

paper

th

11

*

10U

11,8

Fills."
Mrs. Caroline Montelth, Deer Creek, Ind.: *1 bedeve my lite has be.-n saved by your medicine. Have
lalnt"”11 *ul*orllJK wlt*‘ Byapepsla aud UverCom1L A. Carr, P. M..

Escambia, Ala.

:

‘Best Pills he

gArtM.r's Wholesaleli,l EARLY VEGETABLES OUR SPECIALTY.
fi-Mk M Package* Xarlleet Vegetableson Trial. Postpaid |LM. * f Gian*
Vegetable*,with 1*60 Gold Prlae. Me. 100.'
S00 Nomh and Plants. TremendousBlock
'"'I'"
of Flower. Vegetable,Orass and Farm
Seed*. lionamaOat*. 100 bn. per acre.
Moor area IU acres Potato cellar. 80.000
bo. CHEAP rtlisnn. Bend Oc for 10 Day
Cabbage and SuperblyIllustrated Catalog.

,

baa

|

ever used."

.

UI

iiuiuiiiri,DUUU vlUCf
v>
Him VS I*: 11
others ailed."
Alice K. Ohaver, Mt. Storm, W. Va.: "I positive
say that JUdway’s are the !»e«t Pills I ever Lad f
c..

i

Dyspepsia."
v,4k*-Send p letter sump to DR. RADWAY k CX
WarrenUt., New York, for 'Falseand True."

iWl.I.b.

A.

SALZER,
W18.

LA CR088E.
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WEALTH.
—
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THE GRANDEST

cSoNmlf

!

FREE HOMESTEADS

For YOURSELF, your WIFE|

J

ond Tour CHILDREN.

eK
o"'*or‘YElHb°rr^

ERPRliE

THE PEOPLE’S HOMESTEAD CO. tES/S?
»u"(FREE.
WABBANXT DEED, FREE OF LVCUMBKANCE. TITLE FEBFECT. LAND AND LOCATION UNEXCELLED.
he deed executed
the lo-atlon or land does not
yoa UANEV I AANEH Th Companyto *
_ BEAD OUR PROPOSITION.
This Company own and control 80,000 acre, of lend
MOREY LOANED.
in Marion Ceunty, Flerldn. IS? feet abere tho ui
1

If

t

“ROUGH ON

a year.

the labor of

HU

Three Bottles Caro Catarrh.
Eli Robhinr, Runi/nn P. 0., OdIumMu Co*
Pa., Bays: “My daughter bad catarrh when

the

BOUGH ON PILES. Quick, complete euro. 50c.
BUCHU-PAIBA,Great Kidney Remedy. II.
WELLS’ HEALTH RENE WEB for weak men.
WELLS’ HAIR BALSAM. If gray, gradually

Catarrh Cured.
A clergyman, after years of sufferingfrom
ttiat loathsome disease,Catarrh,and vainly
The duties of teaching were speedily trying every known remedy, at last found a
prescription which completely cured and
shared by Miss Laura Towne, of Phila- •aved him from death. Any sufferer from this
delphia, by Miss Ellen Murray and by dreadful disease sending a self-addressed
several others, but the young girl who stamped envelope to Prof. J. A. Lawrence, 212
Ninth street,Now York, will receive tho
pleaded for the right to serve her East
recipe free of charge.
country fulfilled every promise made
to Mr. Pierce by the full surrender of
ONipaiF of boots can be saved every year by
her strength and activity. She began using Lyon’s Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners.

men whom she directedin

KM*

my

Bx •° doing HICK
Cakvibals, it is said, will not eat mince- HKADAMIfc, Dyspepsia, Foul Stomach.Biliousness will be avoided,and tho food that Is ekb n conpie. They draw the hue at missionary.
tributeits ncurishiHg propertiesfor the .support of

and, in addition, she was their teacher,
minister, nurse and physician, all in
one.

During this period Miss Winsor held
a captain’s commission and diew the
pay of a captain. She was officially
recognized by the United States Government. Her duties as captain occupied bnt one honr daily, and, in fact,

CURE FITS!

“All I want," said the opera-singer, “is The Great Liver and Stomach Remedy
For the cure of all disorders of the Stomach, Liver,
notes for notes; large notes lor high notes.” Bowels, Kidneys, Bladder, Nervous Diseases, Lo*s
?/i, Appetite. Headache,Costlveuesa, Indigestion.
Fever, Inflammationof the Bowels.
A Nliffht cold, if neglected, often at- Biliousness,
Mies, and aU derangementsof the internal viscera.
tacks the lungs. Bbown's Bbonchial Tboches Ihit^ly vegetable, c in taftunguo mercury, minerals,
give sure and immediate relief.Sold only in
or deleteriousdrugs.
boxen. Price 25 cents.

North. The young men were distributed in various duties, and on one Son, Proprietors, Philadelphia.Hw&yne’s
can bo obtained of druggists, or by
of the young devotees, Miss Nellie Ointment
mail.
Winsor, of Boston, aged twenty-one,
LOOK YOUNG, prevent tendency to wrinkles
fell the sole direction of the 500 field
or ageing of tho skin by using LeaubelleOil.
bands. She appointed them their daily Preservesa youthful,plump, fresh condition of
task every morning. She was their the features.A transparentalabaster skin, $1.
paymaster when their work was done, Druggistsor exp. E. S. Weils, Jersey City, N.J.

by determining to finish each day’s duty
before she closed her eyes in sleep
She soon found that her multiplied
offices brought ever developing duties
and that these never cauld be finished.
Sleep she mnst get for the coming day,
and sleep she did, and thus preserved
her youthful vigor.
A pressing necessity was now revealed. The plantations were defenseless. A picket guard was offered, but
for prudential reasons Miss Winsor
strongly objected. She preferred to
rely on her own five hundred field
hands, with whom, the most amicable
relations had already been established.
She, therefore, selected from them 100
able-bodiedmen, drilled them daily in
the manual of arms and establishedher
guard, which did good service for over

Louie, Mo., writes:** I was a great sufferer
from catarrh for three years. At times I could
hardly breathe, and was constantlyhawking
and spitting, and for the last eight months
could not lireatho through the nostrils. I
thought nothing could bo done for mo. Luckily, I was advised to try Dr. Hago’s Catarrh
Remedy, and I am now a well man. I believe
it to lie the only sure remedy for catarrh now
mnuufncturod,and ono hatt only to give It a
fair trial to experienceastounding results and
a permanent cure,”
8t.

When 1 say cure I do not mean merely to atop them
for a time and then have them return again.I mean a
radical cure. I have made the disease of FITS.
LKP8Y or FALLING HICKNESS a lite long study. I
warrant
remedy to cure the worst cases. Because
others have faded is no reason for not now receiving a
cure. Send at once for treatise and a Free Bottle of
my infallible remedy. Give Express and Post Office.
II. G.
M. C., 1H3 Pearl
York.

HOOT,

Untold Agony from Catarrh.”

M

Prof. W. Hausneh, the famous mesmerist,
of lthaea.N. Y„ writes:“Bomo ten years ago
I suffered untold agony from chronic nasal

me.

orders of Children,
Cod Liver Oil with
Hypophosphites is uuoqualed.The rapidity
witu which children gain fiesh and strength
upon it is very wonderful.Read tho following: “I have used Scott's Emulsion in cases of
Rickets and Marasmus of long standing,and
have been more than pleased with tho results,
as in every case the improvement was
marked."— J. M. Main, M. D., New York.

y, for a rase of
Chronic Nasal Catarrh which
they cannot euro.

KVERORKEN«!

FREIGHT

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure

Is offei
offered by the manufacturers of
era
of Dr. Safe’s Catarrh

heavy headache, obstruction of the nasal
Hiqnaaa DcUcUto Bttreaa Cq.44 AtedqCtoclmU.Q. pnssageo, discharges falling from tho bead
Into tho throat, sometimes profuse, watery,
and acrid, at others, thick, tenacloua, mucous,
All nursery grown, at honeat
purulent,bloody and putrid; tho eyes are
prtoes.
rii-ea. Largest
Larveat atock
stock In
in Amerweak, watery,and inflamed; there Is rlnginf
ica of Norway, White and ILmlook Spruces ; Hcotch. Auatrlsn. in tho ears, deafness, hacking or coughing to
White and Mountain Fine* ; Ar- clear the throat, expectorationof offensive
bor Vit*. Balaam Fir and Northmatter, togetherwith scabs from ulcers; the
ern l(t*d< Vdar.Kuroiwan
voire Is changed and bus u nnsul twang; the
bile Aati,Maples.Mullo rne*
breath is offensive;smell and taste are Impaired; there is a sensation of dizziness,with
with
mental depression, a hacking cough and genSt «(>'*. Send
eral debility. Only a few of tho ui Kive-nained
symptoms are likely to bo present in any one
MENTION THU FAKR «ra vamaa to i.ruroua.
rase. Thousands of cases annually,without
manifestinghulf of tho above symptoms, result In consumption, and end In the grave.
No disease is so common, more deceptiveand
dangerous,or 1cm understoodby physicians.
By Its mild, soothing, and healing properties,
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy cures the worst

BusT

For Rickets, Marasmus, and Wasting Dis-

'

h'“
SYRlPTOm OF CATARRH.-Dull.

aaSar iattraetl.ai
nK«u»ry.r»rtlcn!»r«
fro*
to act

JONES
KID

A bulldog acts as an air-brake when it
ruthlesslybreaks in upon an air that a aerenader is singing.— Texas Siftings.

,w$500HS

Sold by Dmggisti ani DtalrrtEverywhere.

"Thkn let the moon usurp the rule of day,
And winking tapers show tne sun his way;
For what my bciiboh can perceive
letter.
I need no revelation to believe.
KIDDER’S
Ladies suffering from any of tho weaknessMas.
LIFE OF A (jIRL SOLDIER.
es or ailments peculiar to tbeir sox, and who
MENTION THIS FAFEK wmss wamss to .stcstusu.
will use Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription
Itomantlc Military Career of a Prominent according to directions, will experience a
genuine revelation in tho benefit they will rePhiladelphia Lady.
ceive. It is a positive euro for the most com- ww relieved ; success or no fee. Laws sent free.
In January, 18G2, Edward L. Pierce,
plicatedand obstinatecases of weak back, A. W. McCormickA Ben. Waakissui.p. <•, a < UtI.hu. o.
of Massachusetts, was sent by Secre- “female weakness,” and all functionaldisDr. Williams'Indian Pila Ointment
la a sure cure lor blind. bleedingor
tary Chase to Port Royal, S. C., to in- orders that render tho lives of so many
itchingpiles. Cure guaranteed.
quire into the conditionof the negroes women miserableand joyless.
Price 50c and $1. At druggist's or
mailed by mLLMMS MFU. 00., Cleveland, 7).
on the Sea Island cotton plantations
The merchantwho disposes of his goods
and to report on the feasibilityof open- below cost may be known as a sub-seller.—
WANTED
ing schools at that place for the benefit Duluth Pararjraphcr.
______ - ung l ... .
Tidies,Caps, Mittens, eic. Ms
of the inhabitants.
.chine sent by mall for $1. Send
for late reduced price-list.
As the masters had abandoned these A Letter from the Pastor of the M. E.
' E. ROSS k CO., Toledo, Ohio.
plantationsand had fled into the interChurch.
ior, Mr. Pierce returned to Port Royal
Franklin, Oakland Co., Mich., i
Dec. 2, 1887. f
with a large company of young men
Syrup Company:
and a few women to begin his experi- Rheumatic
PAYSthe
DeakSibs— Mr. A. A. Rust, of this place,
5 Ton Wagon Hcalea,
ment. Of the women there were Miss furnished me one bottle of your Rheumatic
iron U«rn,
Bruf
Susan Walker, Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Syrup. Have taken about two-thirdsof it
Tan Bum aad Rram B«x for
before
taking
it the slightestchange iu the
Donellson,of Washington. Among
weather affected me very much. I am now
those that offered to go were two un- almost entirelyfree from the awful twinges
tried volunteers,who were so youthful of rheumatism, and changes in the weather
S. A. Long,
that Mr. Pierce declined to accept do not affect
their services. One of these returned Pastor of Methodist Church, Frankliu,Mich.

to her home. The other would not be
denied, and her patrioti • devotion was
such that she Anally overcame the objections of Mr. Pierce. She pleaded
for the right to serve her country in
this manner, promising to supplement
by her strength and activity thfe waning
physical endurance of her superiors
in nge. Soon all of the ladies were installed in the home at the headquarters of Mr. Pierce, on Pope’s plantation, St. Helena Island. Under the
same jurisdiction was also the Eustace
plantationof Lady’s Island.
On both plantationswere five hundred field hands with their families,
needing every kind of care which Northern intelligenceand humanity could
bestow.. They were accustomed to work
only under the compulsion of slavery.
It was difficult to believe in the direction of white persons. The first thing
to be done was to persuade them to
work for a just pecuniary reward.
When they found that Massa Lincum
meant freedom and gold dollars besides, goodly crops were soon in the
ground and cheerful obedience was rendered.
Schools were established,the
younger pupils studying by day, the
older by night, and the reign of order
and prosperity had begun. The older
ladies were soon compelled to return

In explanationof the remedial power of these
Pellets over no great a variety of diseases,ife
may truthfully be aald that their action upon
the system is universal, not a gland or tissue
escaping their sanative Influence. Sold by
druggists,25 cents ft viol. Manufactured at the
Chemical laboratoryof World's Dispknbart
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

ly,

E. B.

of white surfaces.

entirely vegetable, they op*

erate without disturbanceto tho srstem, diet,
or occupation. Put up In (losi vials. hermetL
rally sealed. Always fresh and reliable. AM

suit

oC

1

1

tfli ** e 'Ur'.d co,uMw*
dry, roiliag, faryean to pay for same. PUns of boua> Vwiu so luruuo.
Te enhanceUM vain, of all thli land by large and toyear by rea* >nof lapldarUiementand
olrrrsiAadownerahlp the Company propose to gl»©
* portionof t hi* property lu cettago aftea, LEBOT,
build or not. The Company will a l*« centra* t u eei out
•d fTdb tea, twenty and ferty acre truru, suit- _ All our lands are loraird In and uround
ami take cere of orange grevo tract* for Av# yaara.
W. fee orange grare end vegetableculture, and to MARION CO., FLORIDA, ten mils* from Ocala,
J1* Company will ray ell tam
tnoee who accept this offer and scad tbeir «»-"»- and
c?luiV*u*,t-* ‘hrivlMg town Of I.ASO Inhabitant*.
e Riles upon tide piuper y ontll list,
addrees we will send a numbered
I tie ell high. dry. rolling pine land, irre from wntepnr*.
Marion
Coanfy la mo of the richest
and one of th* hcalthlesl location* In Florida ^‘he
“*
counties In Florida; cuMeJo* excellent
•o11
and
raises mere than half th*.
fiV.vtfcRiWJN^W€ALA
wM^TnflUcWa^oTdrMToIi^rnieTonowIngT^cta
as sped fled :
Mr. A. P. Mann, Jr., General Manager • ra*g* and least
40 ACRE
CO ACRE TRACTfL
of this railroad, in eprcblng of thit land,

improretnrnU,
ggffig
THES
MAE# PHD
C8ATC
HETSgsi
__
-

HARION COUMY.

war

WiBBiNTY DEED 0PTI0H BOND.

A

10

TRACT*,
ACME TRACTS,

b ACRE TRACT*.

COTTAGE OlTKa AND

Bl’NIN F_*N I.OIH.
** I ehould thinle $5,000 no extraordin*
buMness lots congivingaway one- arv price for our one-hat f iutrreet ofonlu
espert the price 100 ueree to favorably eituated, for a town
to quadruple wttMn a year, as many will undoubt- with a luitnleome and ornamental depot
edly ee tile end Improve, although this is optional already e*t"bll»hed, and Much fine proaT^.e shore tract e. coiuge .itreand
«t*t of about one hair our lands. By
half sod reserving the Ubmce. wo

tbs land being given free,with ao conditions as to eotU*
peelM of local
Bient or iiiipnieemcnta
Tills land * 111 be niiotted ns pnllrntfnM art received,
rolling

importance. It ie all high,
fertilepino land, and
ihertla no more healthy location in Florwith oo
ida. The aurroundlng country, a a well
a§ thia land, ia eaneclnlly adapted to
HO
FOR THE LIND. ORANGE and VEGETABLE culture, ae
Aiu-rj
on have
tHiiid7uTo!n»nnnnn>ut well ae to upland rice, tong atnple cotton,
Alteryou
Uav« received your
youMMihTlfTu^nilfltT^oul
with foil name comply lug with ite provisions aad morn com, and choice varietUeof tobacco.”

orelereacea

IN A FAIR

AND EQUITABLE MANKEJt! and

dry,

and

CHARGE

- -

LOCAL CLUBS. town w*

Me

will send live

TO-DAY.

we will tl'en execute and lorward to yon a WARBO rrtemed. The more owners the more vahms are
which makes yon absoluteowner for1 nrretaed.This Is what makes real eetaie In our largw
N* charge whatever la made for i be Wu reality
citiesso valuable, and Ills our only reason for making
Deed Option liord, but werequirsalUo send 86 t-eala,
__
__
Tbo climate or thli aecTnJiHHJHjnCtrTRTly this
f>Mtal 'floor Cash, *r 80 cent* In Mampa, when ap- la tef world,not even eicepting Italy.
Money
plication is e-nt for the deed bond. ThI* amount la a pro’ NiiuTtlylilow
the lulf and th: Atlantic. Tho tharmometerrarely
i
above M in Bummer or below 40 In the Winter.
It* climate, soil, ornnge culture, Ac. and le In no sense a
>o snnet’V’kee ever oj^ir In Bummer, nnd nights are
•barge for the d»*d bond or t'ml-nd It calls for. Aficr drllgbtfnUy ceol This Immediate neighborhood Is
P.O. Box 2190,
receiving (ho option bond yon are aot obLgeted to have Well auuutedfur a Hnramrr as well as t lnt*r r»anrt
da
TkW A V- MKBT
to us,

RANT! DEM)

ever.

OLIWTE

IND HERLTH.*
-

—
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ENDORSEMENT

aafaansaaa.
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THE PEOPLE'S HOMESTEAD COBRAS
WABOT

C. A.

~For the Holland City Neto*.
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-

Pdnsioni.

Successor to
Mr. Editor:— When
ally known that

becomes gener-

it

a person has come

of a fortune, then it ia that
friends rise up all ever the land to call
him blessed,and appeals come on almost

x

possession

WATCHES,

have the largest and best stock ef

known

to

Clocks and Jewelry,

passing through. It la well

my

civil war, I

in business,and living with

my

was

FOR

family in

one of the British provinces. Three of
my brothers in my employ, single men,
the States at the

first

call,

and

my

could arrange

A

business, I also came to

large assortment of Gold,

1863.

ring to earn

POWDER

them.

my honors before receiving

the company. My
captain had lost his arm, first Lieutenant
cans. Koran
was dead, second Lieutenant badly New
wounded and never returned for duty,

five mustered into

York.

Petersburgand Richmond, in
which 1 was wounded, at one time

of

lying at the point of death, in the

1

swamps

HATS

have never

tenant, and at the close of the war

home

C. A.

STEVENSON.

came

1887.

Holland, Mich., Aug. 4.

I

yr

27-1

-

—

THE

army

life, all

Holland, Mich., Sept. 15,

is

me have

a little

of

bis surplus

0.

Wealth!

his

Solid and
Dr.

me on

the roll ot

honorabledelecders, and entitledto

a

day. Two years ago
asked for an increase,and last week, the
joyful f.dings came that my request was
granted, as you very properly announced
in your paper. Since which the calls for
help have continued to flow in, so much
make

a clean breast of the

increase,

aud my

WE GUARANTEE

increased

Unequaled.

oue-teuth of all I receive, whether of sal
ary, rents, pension, or perquisites.
six

and

two-thirds cents per day, which added to

my

previous allowance

makes

twenty

cents per day, for which I am very grateful to.

my

country, and if ever her life is

again threatened, and I
der a

rifle,

am

able to shoul-

or buckle on the sword, she

will not find me at the rear.

Yours Very Truly,
H. D. Jordan.

For the relief and cure of all distaaes

ock Foote has drawn the Frontispiece:—

wo young housekeepers in consultation

jver
lian

five years since, my son

became
from Rheumatism.His joints
and limbs were drawn out of shape by

Id the February St. Nicholas Mary Hal-

“Family Affairs.” A touching RusChristmas Story by Amelia E. Barr,

Manufacturesand

the

number, and

trated by E.

is appropriately illus

H. Blashfield.Mrs. Burnett

completea “Sara Crewe” by
ful

a

very delight-

“happy ending.” Mr. Charles Henry

a cripple

the excruciating pain, and his general
health was very much impaired. Medicines did uot reach his case until lie
commenced taking Ayer's Pills, three
boxes of which cured him. He is now
as free from the complaint as if lie had
never had it, and his distorted limbs
have recovered their shape and pliancy.
— William White, Lebanon, Pa.

Webb contributesa stirring account of
the “Diamondbacksin Paradise,”telling

After suffering, for months, from disorders of the Stomach and Liver, I took
Ayer’s Pills. Three boxes cured me.—
A. J. Pickthall,Machlas. Me.

Ayer’s

Pills,

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer fle Co., Lowell, Maas.
Cola by all DruggUU and Dealera in Medicine.

In “Tbe Story of on
Old Bridge” will be found a historical
sketch of London Bridge and tbe great
events with which

it

AND

and departments.

Look before you leap in business, and t
think before you swallow— in medicine;'
but know once (or all that Lsxador is preeminentlytbe liver-regulator and bloodPrice 25 cts.

Suffer uot dliappointmenttyemploying
too many “cures:”—but for tbe diseases

of infancy use Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup
which never disappoints, and costs only
25 cents a bottle. At all druggists.

--

—

—

SucUen’i Arnica Salve.

The

best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.

feel

better

than you have for five years.
Are you nervous? Those tired,

P«

c.

j

have some very fine novel-

.

.

t0 strengthen

them. Have you
!

in trying our

treatment.

It is

simply oreaihing different

BREYMAN.

O.

BUGGIES.

A New

To which I invite the attention of all who desire
.icht and durable wagons.

I desire also to call the attention of all owners of
at horses in this vicinity to the fact that I have

procured the assistance of one of the best horseHboers In the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with ateel
or Iron shoes either of hand or machine make. I
believe that all should patronize home trade when
they can be aa well served, and I would ask that
all give me a good trial before taking their work
| elsewhere.

free.

you think of buying

Suit or Winter Overcoat,

nothing of the freedom fiom annoyance resulting from poorly
made clothing. In ordering it is necessary to consider
Quality, Style, and

Workmanship. In deciding where

to

order yon must consider that

BRUSSE BROS.
always keep in stock the latest styles in Cloths and Trimmings and d<S not spare trouble or expense in fully satisfying

manufacture

eveiy customer.

and have them constantly on han<L|

Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs.
J.

book mailed

Remember that Clothing can be made to order very nearly as
cheap as ready-made. The small difference in first cost is
fully made up in the better quality of color and texture ot
the cloth and the improved style and fitting qualities, to say

OH! MY BACK!
“

world.
200 page

1527 and 1529 Arch St„ Philadelphia, Pa.

1887.

If

air;

For particulars, address,
DRS. 8'1'ARKEY & PALEN.

ties in Jewelry.

Express Wagons,

has been connected,

high tides in the Bay of Fundy are explained in an amusing story, “A Legend
of Acadia,” by C. F. Holder; and Lieut.
Schwatka, in “How a Great Sioux Chief
was Named,” gives tbe origin ot tbe name
“Spotted Tail,” and, incidentally,ot other
similar appellations. Other Interesting
features sre: “A Wonderful Wall,”, with
curious pictures by the author, S. Mary
Nortec ; an answer to Grace Denlo Litchfield’spoem, “My Other Me,” by Alice
Wellington Rollins; and tbe usual pic-

day.

We

Platform, Combination &

Brennan, and by other pictures.The

purifier of the

the

sells

have recentlycommenced tbe manufacture of

I

illustratedwith drawings by Peters and

tures, jingles,

*

during a

winter in Florida.

is

.....
..............
sick headaches
will
varnish!

Holland Mich., Aug. 18

I also

of the rattlesnakes encountered

doctor’s average bill

ha^e just occupied ouf

BEST WAGONS

fa

mtltled “Michael and Feodosia,” begins

strengthen one

the other $35, and

FLIEMAN

For keening the Stomach, Bowels,
and Liver in good working order, I have
never found any medicine equal to
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills. I always use
this remedy when occasion requires.—
Randolph Morse, Lynchburg, Va.
About

to

Dot “dosing,” or “drugging” or going a thousand
.
i.
Dealers 111 T UmitUl’e. DUltainS,
.tv
intend to give customers their miles away from home and
\\ all Paper, Carpets I 1C
friends. It is breathing daily
1
money’s worth.
ture^Frames, etc.,
Call early and make good into your lungs, at your own
purchases and be assured of home, the concentrated vitality
of all the health resorts in the
good bargains.
J.

of the Stomach, Liver, Kidneys, and
Bowels, the value of Ayer’s Cathartic
Pills cannot be overestimated.This
remedy is also unrivaled in curing
Rheumatic and Neuralgic affections.

St. Nicholas for February.

,

A

SON,

and will be pleased to see the
people of Holland and vicinity
at any time. We are selling
Gocps cheaper than ever and

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.,

1

....

.ft

needy and destitute.
For many years I have cheerfully given

is

Oxygen.
Medicines weaken the whole

it is

dyspepsia? It will cure you
always one thing!
new store on the corner or Remember
^ -------Market aud Eighth Streets, You risk absolutely nothing

a

I „ .,
effect
A
*

BOXES

SIX

To cure any case. With each order received by us
for
for six boxes, accompanied with $5.00, we will
will
a .ft
_____
__
____ Aaxftftfttt
ret _
send the purchaser our written guarantee to refend the money if the treatmentdoes not
a cure. Guarantees iisued onlr by YATES
KANE. Dreggists. Sole Agents, Holland. Mich.

ability to help tbe

The increase in my pension

We

NEVER
OUT OF ORDER.

ILL.

sent by mail prepaid on receiptof price.

for sickness 500
was flegleci; 300

$50. Invest $15 in our ‘'Home
Treatment,” aud you will save

Spectacles, h

sex. Involuntary Losses and Spermatorrtm-a I NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE C°.0KE,MASS.
caused by over-exertion of the brain, self-abuse or ‘ Chicago - 30 UNION SQUARE,N.Y-DALLAS.
nT, amt-a r*
TEX.
over-indulgence.Each box coutaips one month’s
treatment. $1.00 a box, or six boxes for 85 00.

whole matter by Informing the public the

amount of

Wbst> Nerve and Brain Treat-

ment, a gaarantecdKp'ciflcfor Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Kits. NervousNeuralgia, Headache, Nervous Prostration caused by the use of
alcohol or tobacco, YVaUcluluess. Mental Depression, Softening of the Brain resulting in insanity
and leading to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age, Barrenness, Loss of power in elt icr

one third cents per

so, I decided to

E. C.

1880.

years ago, Sorcery ; 100 yea/s
ago, Hefcs and Qrugs; *25
years ago, Jdedicines; to-day

Clods,

Watciies,

in my do

substantial consideration of thirteen and

*

BREIMAS &

1

dining years..

greatly revere, placed

years ago

JEWELRY,

After four years ot watching and wait-

HEROLD

20,

The cure

Dealers in

let

ing, tbe grand old gentleman,whom

11-ly

E.

strengthens both.

years the probabilitiesof restored health

was induced to ask “l ncle Sam’ to

Holland. Mich. Oct.

system

would throw off
with accumulated

have constantlydiminished. In 1882

1887.

EIGHTH STREET.

46,

Compound
weak
New Goods! point; Compound Oxygen

ally strong constitution

.

NO.

-AND

the while hoping my uatur

these disabilities, but

for Ladies. Call and see them.

NEW STORE

RICH^SSl?n&. N V

Health

of Fur Caps In

LIGHT-RUNNING''

greatly reduced in health, with a

discharge.
For years I suffered from the effects of

Celebrated

and CAPS, GRAY BROS.’ SHOE

Call and See Us !
JONKMAN & DYKEMA.

5,M8-

Liberal disconnt allowed to postmasters, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Address all orders to

captain’s commission,and an honorable

at all prices.

Everything sold at tbe closest possible
prices, We are bound to sell lo all.

ONE DOLLAR.

first Lieu-

and

In tbe city, always on band.

AND UNDERWEAR.

Oflice.

The
will be mailed
securely wrap pea, to any address in the Lnlted
States for three months on receipt of

recov-

ered, besides injury to one foot by heavy

marches, I was commissioned

loo

News

POLICE GAZETTE

near the James river with disease of the
bowels, from, which I

,

Store next door to

$1
3 'Weelsjs

and, after passing through ten severe battles before

two

Baking Powdbb lo

all grades, styles,

We have the largeststock

This powder never varies. A marVel of parity,
strencth and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, aud cannot be soltl In
competitionwith the multitude ©flow ten, short
weight, alnm or phosphatepowders ^old only tn

was the only Sargeant living out of the

& In

I

the City. A big line.
Repairing of every description done promptly
Repairing promptly and
and carefully.
Gent’s Furnishing Goods
neatly done.

Absolutely Pure.

I left the States as 1st Sargeaut of

Co. A. 17lh Vt. loft., and in three months

Prices.

BEST $3.08 SHOE
I have the

Eye Glasses, Etc.

was offereda Second Licuten-

I

-

Honest

Steel Spectacles,

veteran regiment raised in Vermont

aut’s commission,but refused it, preier-

I

and

Silver

the States, and enlisted as a raw recruit,

in

OVERCOATS-

Spoons.

1

-AT-

In the City.

enlisted in

Berdan’s sharpshooters. As soon as

-

MEN AND BOYS

Rogers’ Knives, Forks and

and came into

left the carpenter’s bench,

in a

CLOTHING

intimate friends that at the

breaking out of our late

Honest Goods

FALL AND WINTER

erous purse. A part of this experience I

am now

-

DIMA E. HEROLD’S.

JOEHAN &
Who

AT

OF-

-

Dealer in

every passing breeze for aid from his gen-

Boots and Shoes
-

For the Clothing Store

WYKHUYSEN,

H.

in

THE FINEST

FLIEMAN.

Fine Gents’ Furnishing Goods and
"irffilfstbck of Hats and Caps.

Holland. Mich. Jan. 13,1887.

For Sale at a Bargain

!

JOHN PESSINK & BHO

EigblT lot» on SixteenthStreet, Jnit •onth of
Avenue. They will
sold al a very low

First

figure. Inquire

of

U
£ j haRRiNGtoN.

Wholesalersand Retailers of

DR. HILL’S
ENGLISH BUCHU Closing Out Sale
!•

One

of the

OF CLOTHING!

Candies, Nuts, Bakers’ Goods

stock of
For the next thirty day* I will ael) my ih
rwear,
Clothing, Gents’ FurnishingGoods, Unde
etc., etc. at greatly redneed prlcea.

CRACKERS, FOREIGN FRUITS, ETC.

Best

Kidney
INVESTIGATORS IN

The trade supplied with everythingin this line

USE.^

perwo« ud»aoc*d in life. IT IS A KIDNEY
l.NVKSTIOATOR that re«tor»» tht Urine to lu natfttal color,

particularly
in

renoref the arid and huralo*.»od the
tut of lotoitcailng
drink.

effect of

PRICE, SI

i Three Bottlesfor
Dellrered fret of any cbargei.

flOT Send

for

Circular. Sold by

Amavi.

DrucglitA

E. J. H
10,

VE

4t-lyr.

Jas. M.

Van

der Ven,

C3rl

:XJJS A. CAT-mTLm

!

Manufacturerof

FINE

HAVANA CIGARS,

Office

Sc

We'are llgents for the Fairview Cheese Factory.

ARRINGTON,

1687. Kljhtn Street.

DETROIT. MICH.

For Sale by Yates

lowest prices

caa’tbe heat.

Holland, Mich. Nov.

SS.SOt

W. JOHNSTON & CO.,

Sola

It

the ciocmIto

all

at

Look at my 98c. Underwear.

Will curtail dl«*a«'<of tht Kidnen. Kladder, Irritation
of
the Seek of U>« Bladder,Burning Urine, meet, Gonorrhira Id
all iu .Ugei Mucoik Itlwhirgi*,Coogeetiou of the KldMjri.
Brick Unit UtpotitDitfcMM.Inttamniatlonof tho Kidneyi
and Bladder. Dmpej of Mduere,Arid I'rloe.Bloody Urine,
FAIN IK THK BACK. UvtenUoaof Uriue, Freqotnt Urination, Gravel in all lu forut. Inahiltirto Retain the Water,

Kane.
1

1

/-k

i i a

N

B

—Wo

and Factory Eighth Street,

m rV

Mirw

n *11 •1,1

price. ^

sre prepared to furnish C»ke« for

of every description,altspe, style,

Mtrh

Ocl.

12.

1887.

and

Wedding Reception, «u<l Banquets

#

